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The Land Sharks were making rapid progress at ~earing .down tbe shanty
Arietta saw Wild
and his pa-rtners· riding swiftly to the scene. and .s he ran from tbe camp and called
out: "Stop that. you scoundrels! You have overste1>ped the line.~
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Young Wild West Booming a Town
OR, ARIETTA AND THE LAND SHARKS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.....,...Reacly to Start the Rush.
When Young Wild West and his friends struck
the little town of Grizzly Junction, New Mexico,
one afternoon in late spring, a few years ago,
they found it alive with people and everything on
the "hustle." It is hardly necessary for us to
tell who Young Wild West was, for so much has
been printed about him that about every one
who may be classed as a reader of stories of
Western adventure knows all about him. But
there are those who are just beginning to read
fiction, as well as honest stories of adventure in
which brave deeds are described, and wherein the
hero and his friends do things that are ealculated
to stimulate the mind of the growing youth and
teach him that it always pays to do right, no
matter what the cost. To them we will say that
• Young Wild West, though but a boy in years,
was, at the time of which we write, the acknowledged Champion Deadshot of the West, and commonly called the Prince of the Saddle because of
his remarkable feats and achievements on horseback.
His light chestnut hair had not been cut since
he was a child, save to be trimmed at the ends,
and he having grown to be a man in size and
strength, the long hair hanging over his shoulders gave him a dashing, not to say distinguished,
appearance. Handsome of face and feature and
graceful and athletic in form, there was no wonder that he should be loved and honored 'by those
,
he called his friends.
But if the dashing young deadshot had friends,
he surely had enemies as well, for the evil-doer
feared and hated him; and all because he had a
way of suppressing vice. and helping tl;1ose . in
need of aid. Added to his wonderful skill with
a rifle or 1;evolver, his courage, extreme coolness
and ability to do the right thing at the right
time made him one who stood without a peer as
the ideal hoy hero.
His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, an ex-Government scout and Indian fighter, and Jim Dart,
a boy about the same age of Wild, as our hero
was called, were typical Westerners-those who
had experienced the bitter with the s~eet in trying to help boom that paxt of the Uruted States.
All three invariably wo1;e buckskin hunting suits,
trimmed rather elaborately with scarlet fringe,
but when th0y were in a warm climate_ they seldom had on their coats, and then were picturesque
in silk shirts of a bright color.

The girls of the party were Arietta· Murdockpeerless Arietta, the sweetheart of Young Wild
West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; and
Eloise Gardnex, the sweetheart of Jim Dart. Of
the three, Arietta was the rnal Western girl.
She had been born and reared in Wdoming, and
she had been taught when but a chil to use firearms and ride and manage horses. Since she,
had met the dashing young deadshot she had
learned many of his ways, and one of them was
to keep cool when danger threatened, and to use
good judgment.
Anna and Eloise could hardly be expected to
equal her in this respect, since they had not been
in that part of the <;ountry but two or three years,
and it had taken them some time to get used to
the many dangers that were to be met with while
riding over the mountains and plains, and camping out in the wilderness. But they had learned
to love the free, healthful life, and as we find
them at the opening of our story they were the
picture of health and happiness.
There were two servants of the party who
must not be forgotten-one of them especially.
They were Wing Wah, the cook, and Hop Wah,
his brother, who was called the handy man. It
was the latter that needs special mention, for he
was surely a wonderful Chinaman. Hop, though
he looked to be as innocent and childish as any
heathen that ever crossed the broad Pacific, was
a professional card sharp, a magician, and was
very fond of practical joking and whisky. One
Chinaman .was enough to do the work for our
friends, but Hop had drifted to them, and because
of his numerous ways and his services in times
when death threatened them he had really become a fixture to the party.
With this rather brief introduction, we will
proceed. Young Wild West and his friends struck
the place called Grizzly .Junction more by accident than design. They were simply riding about
through the wildest parts of the country, in
search of excitement and adventure when they
sighted the town. The party halted as near as
they could get to the building that had a sign
across the top, indicating that it was the gene1·al
store and postoffice, and then our hero nodded to
a good-natured-looking cowboy, and said:
"What's going on here, stranger?"
"Why, ain't yer heard, ·young feller?" and tl1e
cowboy looked very much surprised.
"No; we happened to run across this town, and
we thought we would stop. You've got a lot c,f
people here, I reckon."
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"I reckon so. There's a lot here now. But ference. No one will say a word, not if yer camp
to-morrow mornin', a few minutes after nine, in ther yard, right alongside a house. But what
there won't be enough here ter start a poker you've got ter look out fur is thieves. Yer want
game. Young feller, ther Comanche Strip opens ter make sure ter do that."
"I reckon if any measly coyote tries ter rob us
to-morrow mornin', an' all them what wants ter
git homestead plots fur nothin' mui;t start from he'll git his medicine in a hurry," spoke up Cheyhere at nine o'clock. Yer might as well come in on enne Charlie, as he gave the ends of his long
ther game, 'cause a few more don't make any da1·k mustache a twist. "We ain't in ther habit
difference. You've e-ot ter be twenty-one, though, of bein' robbed, an' we don't like any one ter
ter hold a plot of land, an' I s'pose that'll put try any sich game on us, either."
It was just then that a fight started in the
·
ther most of yer out of ther game."
"Yes, that's right. Only two of us have got as thickest part of the crowd, where a three-card
far along in years as twenty-one. But that won't monte man was operating. In less than two minmake any difference about us going along with utes half a dozen shots had been fired and then
the rush. "\Ve like excitement, and it seems to a detachment of cavalry came galloping to the
me that there ought to be lots of it in a ~ame of io:cene. The cov-·boys ran over to find out what
this- kind. We don't want anv Government land, was go'ng on, and, nodding to his companions,
•
but we'll take part in the ru~h, just the same. Young Wild We<;t said:
"I reckon we'll find a place to camp. Come on."
i
And we'll help boom the new town, too."
The party rode on, not paying any further at· "Good fur you, young feller! What might your
name be? I sorter like ther looks of you folks, tention to the trouble that had ,.,started in the
crowd. A hundred yards up the street they found
an' that's why I ask."
"W~ll, my name happens to be Young Wild a big vacant lot, and they promptly turned in.
West.,,
"Get a move on you, Hop and Wing," our hero
"What!" cried the cowboy, showing amazement. Faid, as he dismounted, and the two Chinamen
"You ain't Young Wild West, ther Champion showed that there was nothing slow about them,
when they felt disposed to work.
Deadshot of ther West, are yer?"
"Well, I guess I am. But don't think that I
They slid from their bronchos and went at the
call m~ self the Champion Deadshot, for I don't. work of unloading the pack horses. There was a
Others have given that name to me, and all I well not far distant, which belonged to the prophave to do is to defend the title. But that don't erty they were on, and as there was a drinking
matter. There are so many good shots in the trough for horses and cattle near it, they would
West nowadays that it would be hard to tell who have no trouble abou~ getting water for their
is the best. But, say! You'.ve certainly got a horses. Wild and his two partners assisted the
bunch of people here; and there seems to be all two Celestials, and the two tents they always
carried with them were soon put up. The girls
kinds, too."
"Yes, Young Wild West, there's everything took part in getting the camp in shape, and then,
here, from ther honest man, who has spent nigh leaving Jim Dart to remain with the girls and put
onto his last dollar ter git here. to ther common the finishing touches to the camp, our hero and
pickpocket from ther cities. There's ,:ome of Chevenne Charlie walked over to the central part
ther best people in ther whole country here, an' of the town again. There was a railroad station
there's some of ther worst. It's kinder worth a couple of hundrf'Cl yards to the left, and a train
was just coming in.
while ter stand off an' study 'em, I reckon."
"I reckon we'll go over and see the crowd,
As the cowboy said this he turned and beckoned to some or'his fr;ends who had heen watch- Charlie," said Wild. "Most likely there will be a
ing him from the front of the saloon across the crowd to get off. This giving away land by the
way. They promptly came over. There were Government usually attracts big crowds, though
. about half of them don't really want the land
five of them, and they were all cowboys.
"Boys, I want ter introduce yer to ther Cham- after they get it."
"That's it, Wild," was the reply. "It's jest fur
pion Deadshot of ther West," he f;aid. waving his
hand toward the dashing young hero, who was ther sake of gittin' it fur nothin' that makes 'em
sitting calmly on the back of his splendid sorrel start out. But I s'pose this game is ther same
stallion, Spitfire. "You'-ve all heard tell of Young as thex had up in Wyoming once. Ther land
don't b~come your property till yer put up a
\\Tild West? Well, here he is."
The men looked surprised, but they quickly shanty on it, an' you've got a year ter do it in."
"I haven't any idea how this is going to be.
came up and put out their hands. Wild smiled
at them, for a sing·le glance told him they were But if we find that cowboy who gave his name as
Clar.k, he will be able to give us all the informa.
honest fellows, though rough in their ways.
"How are you, boys?" he said. "I reckon you tion. no douJ;it."
They had not gone ve1·y far when they met the
might as well know all of us."
Then he introduced his partners and the girls. verv man they were talking about.
"Goin' oYer to ther station?" the cowboy asked.
This being over with, the young deadshot, who
in about two
had found out that the name of the cowboy he "\\'ell, there'll be plenty more here
had first spoken to ·was named Clark Trumper, minutes. Yer didn't hear what ther fight was
about a little while ago, did yer?"
f3aid:
"No; what was it?" Wild asked.
"Now then if vou can tell us where there is a
"Oh, a three-card monte man got ketched cheatgood pl~ce to 'pitc'h our camp we'll make arrangein', an' he got shot, that's all."
ments to stay here overnight."
It was just then that two ve1·y tough-looking
"Put up your tents anywhere yer please," was
the reply. "You've got jest as much ter say men came riding toward them at a gallop, each
about it as we have. But it don't make no dif- swingin8 a rope and yelling as loud as they
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A roar of laughter went up at this, while cries
c~mld. As thE:Y were passing, one of them threw
his rope and lassoed the cowboy, pulling him to of "Not much!" "I reckon not!" and others of a
the ground and dragging him along through the similar character weTe heard. Trumper the
dust. Crack! As quick as a flash Young Wild cowboy, was now in a much better humor. '
West pulled a gun and fired, the bullet severing
"What do yer think of it, boys?" he asked.
the rope!
"Ther galoot in ther green shirt lassoed me when
I wasn't lookin', an' as I was bein' dragged
th~ough ther dirt You1:g Wild West pulls his gun .
CHAPTER IL-Wild and "Terrible" Riley, the an sh~ots ther rope m two! No one but ther ,Cowpuncher.
Champion Deadshot of ther West could have done
sich a thing as that at ther first shot, I reckon."
Young Wild West knew what the two horsemen
There was more shouting then, and the crowd
were up to when they came dashing along and he which had increased to fifty or more closed i~
got ready for them in a hurry. As the rope part- until the principals were surrounded ~ompletely.
ed they quickly reined in their bronchos. The Many of them had heard of Young Wild West
dashing young deadshot stood with the revolver it seemed, and that was why they were so anx~
in his hand, while Che~ enne Charlie ran to assist ious to get close to him.
the cowboy to his feet. Back came the two, the
"Take it easy, gentlemen," said Wild, who did
one who had made the successful throw with his not want them to get so close that the two cowlariat leading.
punchers might have a chance to get away in
"Did you shoot my rope in two, youno- feller?" the crowd.
ne asked, showing surprise, irs well as a°nger.
He was not quite through with them, for he
"I reckon I did," was the cool retort.
tho?-ght_ it would be a good idea
impress it on
The speaker dismounted and his companion the~r minds that they had made atobig
in
followed suit. They were both big, brawny men, :i,ctmg ~hat way, and he meant to makemistake
a lasting
~nd were no doubt a couple of bad cowpunchers, impress10n, too. The two were still holdino- up
1f ~ooks went for anything. Young Wild West their hands, so he quickly stepped over to th';im .
.smiled at_ them, for he was so used to having
"Do you think you have had fun enough?" the
trouble with such fellows that he liked it rather boy asked.
than feared a conflict with them.
"Oh, you've got ther drop on
so has
"You two galoots take my advice and go on your pards," replied the one us an'
had roped
about ymu business," 11e said, the smile never Trumper. "I reckon yer don't whd
expect a feller
once leaving his face. "If you don't, I'll throw ter put up a fight under sich conditions
do yer?"
.some hot lead your way!"
don't believe 'You've got sand enough to fight
The revolver 'was still in his right hand, and a "I
fair fight, anyhow."
~hough the muzzle :pointed toward the ground,
don't? Well, jest give me ther chance,
it could fly upward m the fraction of a second. I'll"Ye1·
take you by ther back of your neck an' mak~
By this time Clark Trumper had got the dust your heels knock together so hard
that yer won't
out of his eyes, and grabbing his gun, he came be able ter walk fur a week! I'm 'Terrible'
Riley
forward.
I am, an' when I gits hold of a galoot once there'~
"i don't know who you galoots are," be said bound ter be some ribs cracked."
angrily. "But I'll make yer wish yer hadn't
_"Oh, is that so? Well, suppose you get hold
roped me, I'll bet! Git out in ther road! I'll
of me? I am only a boy, I know; but I reckon
make ther pair of yer dance!"
Wit~ great. quickness, both cowpunchers jump- I am 1;ot afraid of you, as big as you are!"
A silence came over tl1e crowd right away
ed behmd their horses. A crowd began to gather
now, for a shot is bound to draw them, and re- Evidently the majority of those present thought
solved upon showing the two rascals that they the boy r1:ther foolish to issue such a challenge,
couldn't have thier own way, Wild leaped around for the big cowpuncher must have weighed at
least a hundred and ninety, and he was rawbehind them and called out:
"Hold up your hands, you sneaking galoot! I boned and muscular. Clark Trumper looked at
reck6n you've got to be made to understand that the scout, as t11ough he felt that Young Wild
West was making a mistake in giving the rasyou don't amount to anything."
They were double-banked, s·o there was no al- cally fellow a chance to get hold of him. But
ternative. Up went their hands, while the gath- th~ scout only grinned. He knew that Young
ering crowd shouted in an approving way. Some- Wild West was as quick as lightning and a,;
how they understood that the two cowpunchers strong as a young lion. He had no fear' that the
must have barked up the wrong tree, and they bilf, n:an would do him any damage.
D1d yer mean what yer said?" asked Terrible
thoroughly enjoyed it. The fact was that the
two rough-looking fellows had been having it all Riley, a~ting as if he hardly thought he had
their own way since they arrived a little before heard anght.
"I certainly did," was the cool retort. "Get
noon. They had roped three or four men, and
after dragging them through the dust had given yourse!f in shape.. If you get hold of me, I supthem to understand that if they did not like it, pose I 11 . be travelmg ~round with a colJi)le of
they could take hot lead. But when they inter- broken nbs, or somethmg of the kind. But if
fered with Young Wild West they had over· y~u don't happen to get hold of me, look out! I
stepped the limit, as they now knew to their might hurt you."
A few in the crowd laughed derisively, they nc,
sorrow.
"Gentlemen," said our hero, addressing his re- doubt thinking that the boy was making a foolmarks to the croVvtr, "these galoots started in to ish boast.
"Git back a little an' give 'em a chance tet
have some fun with ""· Does any one think they
fight it out!" called out Cheyenne Charlie, pullare going to have it?"
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"Oh, yes, I know. Mighty crooked work, I
reckon."
"Of course it's crooked work. Our papers
an' deeds is all forged, ain't they? An' didn't a
Crooked?
Government man do the1· forgin'?
Well, I reckon so!"
This was from Al Herring, who sat on the left
of Bob Thumpson, the leader in the game. Mark
Grote, the fourth man, nodded.
"But ther deeds will look ter be jest as genuine as ther ones they'll git there to-morrer. Oh,
we're bound ter do well out of this. Ther only
thing about it is that I'm afraid there won't be
many houses started right away."
"Well, they won't git no deeds till they do,"
said Thompson. "But what difference does that
make? 'rher papers we've got ai-e all filled out
but the numbers of the lots and the blocks they,re
in. That gives us the chance to claim anything
we like, don't it? I guess the man I made arrangements ,vith knew what he was doing. But
if he ever gets found out he's likely t<;> get hanged or shot, I guess."
"An' we won't be far behind," added Jake
Patty, shrugging his shoulders.
"Don't think anything like that, for we won't
stay there long enough for anything like that
CHAPTER III.-The Land Sharks and the Clever to happen," Thompson declai-ed.
Chinaman.
The four men were drinking and smoking, and
they had the room, which was but a small one,
While the crowd was g-athering in a circle all to themselves. Suddenly a shadow. darkened
wakhing Yo.u ng Wild West and Terrible Riley, · the doorway, and, looking up, they l:.>ehelcl an inthe big cowpuncher, let us turn our attention to nocent-looking Chinaman standing there. It was
the rear room of a near-bv saloon and see what Hop Wah, who was sometimes called Young
is transpiring there. Seated at a round table Wild West's Clever Chinaman. He bowed and
were four men, whose general appearance might smiled to the four men, and none of them dreamhave indicated that they were prosperous ranch- ed of such a thing that he had been listening to
men. But such was not the case, however, for their conversation for the past ten minutes and
the four were what are called "Land Sharks"- that he had taken in quite enough' of it to satisfy
men who make a business of selling land that him that they were crooks, pure and simple. But
does not belong to them, and swindling those such was indeed the case. The Chinaman slipped
who pay the price asked for same, or make de- away from the camp shortly after Wild and
posits. Whether they had any one in the Gov- Charlie left, for the purpose of visiting one of
ernment employ to help them or not, these men the saloons. He did not want to go in by the
had already marked out certain lots at what was front way, fo1; there was too rough a crowd
called the ·comanche Strip, and when others had hanging around to suit him.
taken them and claimed them as their own, they
Hop had chosen the saloon that was nearest,
meant to come around and demand money for and it happened that as he reached it he heard
them, especially if they were 1built upon. It was the four men talking about crooked work. Then
an easy wa-y to make money, if it would work, and he listened, and, being able to understand Engthe four schemers were quite sure that it would. lish better than he could speak it, he knew
"Well, boys," said one of them, whose name pretty well what the scheming villains were up to.
was Thompson, and who was the leader in the
"How do, so be!" he said, smiling at them.
game, "it may be that we will have trouble out "Me likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot. Me
at the Strip, and that means that we must get comee in um backee way, so bad Melican mans
some of the bad element on our side. That will no hurtee poor Chinee."
be easy enough, I guess. But of course we won't
"Go on in ther barroom if yer want whisky,"
need them m1less the fraud is discovered before one of the four answered gruffly. "This is a pria
do
won't
We
we have a chance to get away.
vate party."
thing until after the lots have all been distrib"Allee light. You velly nicee Melican man;
uted, and then we'll come in for a few thousands. me likee you."
After a man has started to build a house on a
The others laughed, and the man wh-0 had
piece of land he will be apt to give up a little spoken
frowned. He was Al Herring, and he
something- rather than go away and leave it was one of the sort who do not think a great deal
there. Ha, ha, ha!"
a "Heathen Chinee." He was just about to
Thompson laughed, as though he thought it a of
get up from the table and help the Chinaman out
.
great joke, and the others joined him.
of the room with his foot when Hop drew some
"How much did you say we have got to give up cigars from his pocket.
when we git ther money?" asked one of them.
"You havee lillee smokee, nicee Melican mans?"
"Ten cents on every dollar, Jake," was the
he said, smiling blandly. "Me buy um boxec
reply. "You kno-w who gits that, of course."

ing his gun. "I want it understood that ther first
galoot what interferes will git ra chunk of lead.
We don't stand fur no foolin'. We're ther straight
goods, every time, an' don't ye1· fuxgit it!"
The crowd spread back a little, and Terrible
Riley stepped around his horse and stopped in
a.bout the center of the human ring.
"Are you ready to take hold of me?" Wild
asked coolly.
"Yes!" shouted Terrible Riley, and then he
made a rush, grabbing with both hands.
But the agile -young deadshot easily got out of
the way, and the result was that the cowpuncher'·s hand clutched naught but the empty air. As
ihis ponderous form shot past him, Wild seized
him about the waist and turned him over his hip.
Thud! Terrible Riley :went to ,the ground with
such force as to fairly jar it.
"There yer are!" cried Cheyenne Charlie. "If
that galoot's breath wasn't knocked out of him,
I'm a lame coyote with no tail, that's all!"
The big cowpuncher turned over on his side,
doubled up, and then groaned.
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velly nicee cigars in Santa Fe, an' me likee tleat
nicee Melican mans."
Hop calmly struck a match and lighted one
himself, and then he stepped over and placed
four of thein on -the table. Each took one, smelled, and gave a nod.
"Havanas, all right," commented Thompson. "I
know something about tobacco, boys."
Then Thompson threw down the short piece of
cigar he had been smoking and lighted one of
the four the Chinaman had placed upon the
tabie. His three companions did likewise.
"A mighty good cigar," observed Herring, as
he blew out a mouthful of smoke and then wafted it to his nostrils with his hand. "That heathen must be a sort of high-toned one."
Then he took a couple more puffs. He was
ce1·tainly smoking harder than the rest, and the
smoke was fairly flying. Suddenly there was a
sharp hiss, and then- Bang! Herring's cigar
exploded with a report almost as loud as that of
a shotgun. Over he went, chair and all, while
his companions sprang to their feet in alarm.
Bang! Bang! Bang! As though they had been
timed, the other three cigars exploded one after
the other, and in quick succession, too.
The room was so -thick with smoke that the
four land sharks could not see each other. They
stumbled over each other in an effort to get out,
and when the door opened and the proprietor
came in to see what had happened, they were
conscious of hearing a shrill voice say:
"Velly goodee cil!ars, so be. Makee plenty
noisee· upsettee Melican mans!"
Bo·b ' Thompson, was the first to rush out into
the ban-oom. He had a gun in his hand, too;
but the clever Chinaman had gone.

CHAPTER IV.-Wild Protects the Clever Chinaman.
Young Wild West stood with folded arms, waiting for Terrible Riley to get upon his feet. It
was fully half a minute before he made anything
like an attempt to do this, and then he remained
upon the ground in a sitting posture until he had
about gathered his wind and his wits.
.
"I went down putty hard, I reckon," he observed tryin~· to smile, but making .a failure of
it. "But that was an accident. Ther boy tripped
me. I ain't s'posed ter be as quicl-: on my feet as
he is."
"I reckon ye1· ain't," answered Cheyenne Charlie ,vi.th a laugh. "If you was half as quick as
he' is you might stand a little show. But you
ain't quick enough ter_ kill a 'skeeter, you_ ain't.
You're nothin' but a big, clumsy galoot, with not
enough sand in yer ter take ther edge. off a razor.
You're a four-flusher from Make-Believe Town!
You·re no good!"
"Jest wait till I git done with ther boy; then
I'll show yer if I ain't some good!" cried the big
villain, flying in a ra&'e· "I'.11--:'
"Me first, Mr. Ternble Riley," mterrupted our
hero. "Come on and break my ribs for me. I
am just anxious to have it done."
Then the man gathered himself together and
made a rush for the boy, doing it so suddenly
that many of the lookers-on thought he was su:re-
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1y going to succeed this time. But Wild was
watching him, and down he dropped. His head
went between the villain's legs, and then he
straightened up with wonderful quickness, carrying the heavy man with him. There was but
011e thing that could happen, and that was that
Riley had to go over, unless the young deadshot
chose to balance him there. But he did not choose
to do this. Instead, he made a sudden lurch forward, letting go the man's ankles and dropping
upon his hands.
Terrible Riley turned a complete somersault
and landed heavily on his back. The yell that
went up was pure appfause, and nothing else, for
the crowd was being treated to the kind of a
performance that was not exactly common. To
see a mere boy handle a big man in that way
was entirely new to them, and that they liked it
need hardly be said. This time Terrible Riley
was not hurt quite as much. But he was goaded
to madness now, and quickly getting upon his
knees, he drew an ugly-looking knife from the
· sheath at his helt and started for our hero.
"I'll kill yer fu:r that!" he hissed. "I'll kill
yer, an' I don't care what happens ter me fur
doin' it, either!"
Wild leaped in the air and came down upon his
shoulders with both feet. Flat to the ground
went the enraged villain, the knife falling from
his hand. But the boy was not done with him
yet. He seized him by his shirt collar, and with
remarkable quickness pulled him upon liis feet.
Spat! Then a blow from a clenched fist that
seemed as hard as iron caught Terrible Riley between the eyes. Spat! Another one in the same
plac!e and he rolled over on his side, beaten to a
finish!
"I reckon that will be about all," said Young
Wild West, turning to the crowd. "That Dig galoot don't know how to wrestle, and he don't
know how to fight. But he does. know how to
hold a gi·udge, I am sure. But if he tries to
look for satisfaction, and shows a gun .or knife
in doing it, I am going to put a chunk of hot lead
through him!"
Then the boy coolly pushed his way through
the crowd, followed by Cheyenne Charlie and
Clark Trumper. It was just then that a series
of loud reports sounded from the saloon. a couple
of hundred feet farther up the street. The crowd
turned and hurried that wa.y, and our friends
went along, too, When Wild ·was within a hundred feet of the saloon he saw Hop coming toward him. The Chinaman acted as though h<1_
was in pretty much of a hurry.
"What's tl•e matter, Hop?" our hero asked.
"Me havee lillee fun with four bad 'VIelican
mans, Misle\' Wild," was the reply. "Me allee
samee blowee uppee with um loadee cigars, so
be."
"Oh! that is it, eh?"
"Yes, Misler Wild. i¥e wantee tellee sometling."
"What's ther matter with ther heathen?" asked the scout. "We m1g,ht have knowed· that he'd
sneak away from ther camp as soon as you left,
Wild. What's he been doin' ?"
"I am just going to find out, Charlie," was the
reply. "Wait Jere a minute until I have a little
talk with Hop."
Charlie understood right away. He knev.- Ui.at
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They stopped quickly enough.
there was so:mething of importance that the Chi~
"If you'll just wait a minute or two you will
naman had to communicate with the young deadshot. So he stood in front of a store with Trum- find out that the heathen is all right" went on
per , while our hero and Hop went around a our hero, in his cool and easy way. '"He is no
common mortal, you can bet! He plaved a joke
corner.
"Go ahead, Hop," said Wild. "What about the on somebody, and perhaps he should° not have
done it. But give him a chance, and he will show
four men?"
"Ley go to um place where um new town go to you that he is all right."
be, and ley allee samee makee crooked work, so

be."

"Is that so?"
"Yes, me allee samee hear whattee ley say.
Ley gottee papers allee samee no goodee, and
when somebody makee house on um land ley
comee 'long and say um land allee samee belongee to lem. Len makee pay money, allee
samee pletty quickee. Velly muchee bad scheme,
so be."
"Jingo! I should 1=ay so! Land Sharks, I
reckon. Well, how did you come to give them
the loaded cigars?"
Hop quickly told him all about it, and he related everything he had heard.
"Well, I reckon we'll have something to do
with this game," our hero said, half to himself.
"According to what you heard them say, there
must be one of the Government land agents in
on this game. Well, I reckon we'll find out somethinp- about this. Hop, just lead the way to the
saloon whern the four ,raloots are."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The Chinaman was not a bit afraid of being
harmed by any one now, for he was with the
Champion Deadshot of the West, and he knew he
was sure of being protected. Thev joined the
scout and the cowboy. and then Wild said:
"Come on, boys. Hop has played a joke on
three or four crooks in the saloon, and I want him
to ooint them out to me."
He did not say just then what was up, for he
thought there was no use in . letting Trumper
know: about it. That would proLably be the
mean!! of letting it out. and then the villains
would get wind of it. The four were forced to
push their way into the saloon, for a big crowd
had !!'atheren there. Four reports, almost like a
shotgun fusillade, and a cloud of smoke coming
from the place, was quite enough to draw a
crowd.
When Young Wild West and his companions
got inside, the propril'!tor was trying to explain
that a rascally Chinaman had given some of his
friends cigars that were loaded with powder.
Some were laughing; others were lookinl>.' ama;,:ed,
and a few acted as though they would like to get
hold of the Chinaman and make sl\prt work of
him. When the latter saw a Chinaman t'oming in
among them, they got ready to give vent to their
wrath. Young Wild West's quick eyes took all
this in at a sweeping glance. Just then Bob
Thompson, one of the victims of Hop's joke,
came out of the rear room.
"There he is!" he cried. "That's the heathen
who played the trick on us! Just let me get at
him!"
He made a rush tor him, and half a dozen
others followed. Wild jerked a gun from the
bolster at his side, and, planting himself before
Hop, exclaimed:
"Hold on! I rerkon one is enough to tackle a
common Chinee! Take it easy, boys!"

CHAPI'ER V.-The Land Sharks Get Acquai nted
With Young Wild West.
Bob Thompson looked at his three friends, who
had come out of the rear room after him and
then he turned his gaze upon those in the place.
No one showed any signs of resenting what our
hero said, so he got little satisfaction by looking
around.
"Well, I don't know as anybody want!; to kill
the Chinee," he said, speaking as though he had
meant nothing wrong. "But he oug-ht to have a
good kicking for playing s11.ch a trick as he dirl
upon us. What -right had he to give us cigars
that were loaded with powder?"
"What right had you to take them,,, Wild
·
asked, smiling at the query.
Thompson shrugged his shoulders.
"Well, that's right," he admitted. "I sup!)Ose
we clid wrong in accepting them. But it. was
q~ite enough to make us mad , I think. ·wby, it,
might have been that we had lost our eyesi""ht
or ~omething like that."
"Well, I reckon the next time a Chinaman offers you a cigar you will kn-0w better than to
take it. Now,. then, are you willing to let it
drop?"
"Oh, there ain't nothing to drop, as I know of
'
young fellow."
"There might ,b e, if you keep it up."
Thompson now walked to the farther end of
the bar, and then his three partners in the swindling game joined him. They talked a minute in
low tones, and then he turned and called out:
· "Young fellow, I would like to know who you
are, if you feel disposed to inform me."
"(?h, I'll give ·you that information, all right,"
replied our hero. "My name is Young Wild
'
West."
"Ah! Thank you. I had an idea that was
who you were."
There were several in the place who evidently
had heard of the dashing young deadshot, for
ins~ntly t~ere _were bits of conversation being
earned on m different parts of the room, while
the boy became the center of attraction again.
Then it was that Clark Trumper made himself
heard.
"Boys," said he, "it's Young Wild West, as
sure as you're born! If you'd seen him lick a
big cowpuncher a little while ago you would ha
noticed that he's a whole team, harnessed fu
tough work. He chucked ther. galoot, who ·
about twice as big as he is, over his head, an
ther ground jarred when he struck. You kno
ther cowpuncher, some of yer. He calls hims
Tern'ble Riley."
"Here he comes now!" exclaimed one of those
who had witnessed the encounter outside. "Ma
be he's lookin' fur satisfaction.•
0
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Then there was a hustle in the saloon. The !11anJ'. minutes!" Wild muttered, under his breath.
men were anxious to get out of dangeT of being ·111 Just go and meet you."
shot by accident, and the bar was soon clear.
Then he dropped silently to the grou'I,~ and
Sure enough, Terrible Riley came in, follow~tl by started to creep toward the spot.
his partner. They both showed surprise when
they saw Wild there, but there was nothing in
the way of a move to pull a gun, so the expectant spectators began to breathe easier. .I.-Iop
CHAPTER VI.-A Diabolical Pkt..
had taken his place right among the crowd, and,
fearing that he might get in trouble if left there,
Though he had been forced to take water fcom
our hero called him to go to the camp with them. Young Wild West, Bob Thompson, the leader of
"Allee light," was the reply, and then the the Land Sharks, had made up his mind that he
clever Chinaman struck a match and lighted a w'.1s going to prevent the boy from interfering
cigar. It was one of the loaded ones, though with the plans they had laid down. He knew
there was not enough in it to hurt any one, espe- enough of the ways of the dashing young: deadcially if they were aware of what was going· to shot to make him feel certain that they would
happen. He gave a few vigorous puffs and then have trouble at the Comanche Strip, if the boy
walked to the center of the room. Taking the went there. Thompson held a short consultation
cigar from his mouth, he made a flourish with it, with his thTee pards, and the result was that
and a bow at the same time. Bang! The cigar Tenible Riley was called into the back room
"We don't know you, my friend" said ·the
exploded, and uttering a yell, Hop ran out of
the place. Nearly every one there laughed but leader, "but it is all right, anyhow. 'We take it
the victims of the joke that had been played upon for granted that you don't like this boy they
them. If he had been victimized himself, Hop call Young Wild West, and that is why we want
could not nave acted it any better. Most of them to talk to you."
"I reckon you're right, if yer think I don't like
made up their minds that the Chinaman was a
very comical fellow, indeed. Wild and Charlie young Wild West, boss," answered Riley makleft the cowboy and went on back to the camp, mg an ugly grimace. "He done ,:;omethin' ter
Hop going with them. It was pretty near sup- me that there ain't no man I ever met as could
pertime, and they were hungry. They found do. He handl,ed me like as if I was nothin' but a
Wing prepa1·ing· a first-class meal, and this made little kid, an' he hurt me, too. I'm sore this
them feel more satisfied than ever. The odor of minute from what I got. There ain't no use of
broiling venison is apt to sharpen one's appetite, :UY sayin' that he didn't do it fair enough, either,
cause there ,vas so many as seen it that I~ be
anyhow, and wben hot corn muffins are turned
out at the same time it will not lessen the hun- laughe~I at, if ~ did. But, from what I've Jest
heard say out m ther bar, he sorter took ther
gry feeling any.
Our friends ate their supper with a relish, and starch hout of you, too."
I
"Yes, l1e certainly made me take water.
then there was nothing to do but to pass the
I don't want
time as quietly as possible. Wild decided tcr re- either had to do it or die, I suppose. rather
have
much
main right at the camp until morning. Though to die, of course; Idowould
that act."
there would be much to be had in the wav of Yo.ung Wild West to
"Well, you kin bet your life that he will die
excitement,. if he chose to go about the town. he
I am! I never lets ~
thought it best to remain quiet. Notwithstanding boss! I'm a bad man,
the evidences of advanced civilization, our hero galoot git away, after I once mark him fur ter be
did not think it anything like a safe place to go planted. I might git held back a little; but I alto sleep in. Consequently a watch· was to be ways do ther job in ther end. Young Vvild West
kept, just the same as though they were in a !S my meat! I don't care if you go out an' tell
hostile Indian country, or in some place where 1t ter everrbocly !"
Terrible Rilev became so excited that he raised
they knew they were thJ:eatened by outlaws or
renegades. It was a pretty noisy night they his voice to a high nitch.
"Sh!" cautioned Thompson. "There is no use
passed through, though the yelling and occasional shots were not heard by the sleepers, a:nd who- in letting every one know your feeling toward
ever happened to be on the watch at the time did the boy. Sit down and then we'll have a drink
not pay any attention. Wild relieved Jim Dart an' talk it over."
"Wh:=it's ther matter with me fetchtin' my
shortly before three in the morning. So far
nothing had happened to interfere with them, be- chum m ?" asked the bad man. "He's jest as
yond the noise. The young deadshot had about good as g:old, he is. His name is Hunker-Tocome to the conclusion that they were to be let mato Hunker, they c;alls him, 'cause he's been
alone. But in less than half an hour after Jim known ter punch a hole in a can of tomatoes and
retired and went to sleep for the second time suck every drop from it without stoppin'. Tothat. night, our hero heard a stealthy footfall mato is very fond of tomatoes, you bet! But tie's
willin' ter do about anything he's told ter, proclose by.
He happened to be standing behind a tree at vidin' there's anything in it. Of course he'll help
the time, with the tents less than twenty feet me make short work of Young- Wild West; there
from him. The well-trained ears of the boy lo- ain't no doubt about that."
The fou1· villains smiled and looked much
cated the direction the sound came from, and
then he peered through the darkness and was pleased. That they had struck ju~t the two men
Just in time to catch slght of a o.hadowy form as they needer! they all felt certain ·of.
"Fetch your friend in, by all means," said
1t dropped slowly to the ground. Young Wild
Thompson. "This room is our private property
West knew what the shadowy form was.
"I reckon you'll be a surprised galoot before until the rush starts in the morning. We could
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not hire anything in the line of bedding with it, guarantee that you'll find it right here, waiting
but we have got the room. We are going to for 'Y'OU. If you don't, you can shoot me, that's
sleep the best we can to-night, and we'll be as all!"
fresh as the majority of them when the start
"Oh, we'll take your word, boss," Riley said,
assuringly. "We ain't afraid of anything crookis made, I think."
"I reckon so," answered Riley. "Well, I'll go ed bein' done. When the:r sun comes up to-morrer mornin' there won't be any more Young Wild
an' git Tomato."
He went out, and Jake Patty stood at the door West. Why, that will be awful easy!"
until he came back. The bad man's pard was
Thompson opened the door and called for a
waiting for him, and a couple of words brought bottle of whisky and some glasses. He paid the
him to the door of the room. They were admit- exorbitant price demanded without a murmur,
ted and then Patty turned the key in the lock, and then the two bad men were treated. As they
drank they talked the matter over, and it was
re~arking as ~e did so:
. ,
. ,
"This is our room, so I reckon we am t gom ter finally understood that Terrible Riley and Toallow no one ter come in. Al, jest lock ther out- mato were to wait until late in the night, and
side doo1·, too. That was ther way ther heathen then steal upon the camp of Young Wild West
and blow our friends to pieces with a stick of
come in, yer know."
"All right," was the reply, and the villain ad- , dynamite I It was a diabolical plot, but the four
dressed did so.
, Land Sharks simply shrugged their shoulders
"Well Tomato," said Terrible Riley, "heres when)liley suggested it.
four me~ what likes Young Wild West jest about
Terrible Riley knew w·here to get the dynamite,
as much as we do. They want ter talk a little and some little after the hour of midnig-ht when
he came and told the Land Sharks that he had
business with us."
"All right," was the reply. ''I'm willin' ter do it, and that he was 1·eady to carry out the plot,
that. I, s'pose they know what kind of men we they did not change their minds. They knew
something of the record of the dashing young
are?"
"Yes· I've told 'em that we're mighty bad, when deadshot, and they wanted him fixed so he· could
not interfere with their scheme. Riley and his
we git'started."
"Which is right, an' yer kin bet all you're pal waited until they thought the proper time
had arrived, and then they set out to creep upon
worth on it!"
Tomato nodded his head, and then proceeded to the camp of Young Wild West. One thing we
bite a small chunk from a tobacco plug. Thomp- will say about them, and that was that they were
11on was well satisfied that the two men could be not aware that there were three innocent girls
asleep in the camp, for they had not witnE's~e<l
trusted, so he said:
"I suppose you intend to leave with the crowd the arr'val of the party.
in the morning ? "
"Yes," came the reply.
"So do we. And so do Young Wild West and
his fi;ends 1 I suppose. But see here, boys! We
have got a 1ittle game on that will make us quite CHA'PrER VII.-Wild Saves the Lives of Himself and Companions.
a pile of money when we get to the Strip--that
is if no one interferes with us. Now, you ought
~ think as well as us, that Young Wild West
Young Wild West was just as cautious as
is apt ~ interfere with us. He is a very med- though he had been
in the act of creeping 1..mon
dlesome fellow as you no doubt realize. We an Indian camp. He rounded a group of trees
don't want the' boy- and his pards to interfere and then he saw the fellow making straight fo;
with us. Do you understand?"
the camp, less than twenty fee-t from him. But
"I reckon he won't interfere very much," said that was not all he saw! The light shining
Tomato his eyes flashing in a dangerous way. the stars disclosed another man, who must from
hav~
"Riley has marked him ter die, an' I'm goin' ter crept up ahead of the' one he had spotted. Wild
help him ter do ther job."
moved rapidly now. for there was something
"Yes I know that. But suppose you 11hould about the actions of the two that he did not like.
change' your minds, and let him live?"
The one who was already within a short dis"\Ve ain't goin' ter do that, boss," spoke up tance of the camp motioned for the other to stop
Rilev.
where he was. Wild kept right on going, for it
"\Veil, let me tell you something, then,'1 and was the nearest one to the camp he wanted fin:t.
Thompson lowered his voice to a whisper. "Ii It occurred to him that the motion made for the
you two fellows see to it that it will be imp~osS1ole other to keep back meant that something was
for Young Wild West and his pards to interfere likely to happen. The young deadshot soon overwith us after we get to the Strip, we'll give you took the man. Just then a match was struck.
each a hundred dollars. How does that strike Wild pounced upon him and sent him sprawling
you?"
to the ground. His left hand gripped his throat
"Fine!" cried Tomato, brightening up. "I tightly, and, taken completely by surprise, the
reckon a hundred will come in mighty handy jest prowler was at his mercy. But the other must
about now."
have heard the struggle, for he came runnmg
"Oh! it'll come in handy, that's sure," .declared hurriedly to the scene.
Terrible Riley.
"Hello!" called out Wild suddenly. "Charlie!
"\Vell, when the news is circulated that Young Jim!"
The scout and Dart came out of the tent in a
Wild West and his two pards have been killed in
a fight, and we find that there is no mistake hurry, while the other villain turned and fled,
about it, you just come and get your money. I'll like the coward he was. Wild heard him goiDA
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and ~s his two partners came upon the scene he
said:
"Try and get the galoot who is running away,
- boys! I've got this one."
The two did not wait a second. They had heard
the receding footsteps, and they went in hot pursuit. Of. course the two men who came to the
camp in such a stealthy manner were Terrible
Riley and his pard, Tomato. It was the latter
who had agreed to light the stick of dynamite
and hurl it into the tent that was nearest him.
This happened to be the one that was occupied
by the girls, so if Young Wild West had not seen
him coming a terrible murder would have been
committed.
The stick of dynamite flew from the hand of
Tomato when he was seized and thrown to the
ground, but it happened to strike upon a soft
spot, so there was really no danger of it ex,
ploding.
"Don't shoot me, Young Wild West!" gasped
the villain, who knew well enough who had him.
"I didn't come here ter do yer any harm. I only
wanted ter see what yer camp looked like."
Charlie and Jim had gone right on, so our hero
now forced his prisoner to get upon his feet.
"Move along, you scoundrel!" he said, in a low
tone of voice. "If you value your life, do as I
say."
"Don't shoot me!" gasped the villain. "I'll do
jest as yer say. I didn't mean nothin' py sneakin' arountl your camp. I jest wanted ter find out
how manv was there. I wasn't doin' it 'cause I
wanted ter know myself; it was others as told
me ter come."
The man was so badly frightened that he was
ready to give the whole plot away. Wild pushed
him into the camp. He made enough noise about
it to arouse Arietta, who at once came out of
the tent.
"Light a lantern, Et," said Wild coolly. "I've
got a prisoner."
Arietta was not much surprised at hearing this.
She was pretty well used to such things, and she
quickly lighted a I.intern. Then she stepped up
and held it before the prisoner's face.
"It is Terrible Riley's pard," said our hero.
"Ah! I suppose he was up to something that
meant destruction for us. What did you light a
match for, you sneaking hound?"
The boy turned fiercely upon him as he made
the query.
"I wanted ter see, that's all," was the reply.
"Who was ,vith you?" asked Wild. ,
"My pard," was the reply.
"Terrible Riley?"
"Yes."
Anna and Eloise now appeared on the scene,
_
and then Hop came out.
"Whattee do with um bad Melican man, Misler
Wild?" the Chinaman asked.
"Get a rnpe and tie him," was the replr. "I
reckon we'll hold him a while."
Tomato· began begging for his liberty. But
our hero, though he did not feel like holding him
a prisoner, decided to keep him until Chm·lie and
Jim came back. He did not have to wait long
for this to happen, for a minute or two later
footsteps were heard. Then his two partners
came to the camp.
"Couldn't you find him, boys?" asked our hero.
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"No,'! replied the scout, "ther galoot was too
smart fux us in ther dark. He fooled us, an' got
away. We hunted around putty well, too."
Hop had tied the hands of the prisoner, and
as Charlie and Jim came forward and took a look
at him, Tomato began pleatling again.
"What is your name, you sneaking coyote?"
.
Wild asked him.
"Hunker," was the reply. "My niekname is Tomato."
"Tomato, eh? Well, that's a fine nickname, I
must say. You know what a tomato is, I suppose?"
"Oh, yes!"
"All right, then. If we ever come across you
again you will be a tomato with the juice running
·
out. Do you understand?"
"I understand, Young Wild West. You kin
bet that I'll never try ter do nothin' ag'in you
an' your crowd. If you ketch me at it, je.~t shoot
me, that's all! You're ther Champion Deadshot
of ther West, an' I know if yer do take a shot at
me it'll be ther last of me. But if •you'll let me
jine in with them what's goin' fur the1· land on
ther Comanche Strip I'll be obliged to yer."
"Oh! you can go along with the rush, if you
want to. But just see that you don't bother with
us, that's all."
Wild told Hop to untie him, and when this was
clone he . took the villain by the shoulder, turned
him around and gave him a push.
"Light out!" he exclaime<'!.
Away ran the villain, thankin.~ his stars that
he had got off so easily. Then Wild advi~ed the
girls to go hack to their tent and get wl1at sleep
they could before the sun came up. He turned
in himself, but the scout and Dart decided to
remain on guard the balance of the night, though
they all knew that it was not likely they woul,J
be bothe.red again, after what had hat>r enPrL

CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains Are Ready for
the Start.
The instant he heard the voice of Young- Wild
West call out for his partners, Terrible Riley felt
a chill shoot down his spinal column. He' turn~d and fled, as has already been stated, and havmg such a start, he managed to elude the scout
and Dart easily.
He went on around and approached the saloon
where the Land Sharks had their headqual'tcrs
from the opposite side of the town. A soft knock
on the door brought Bob Thompson to it, and he
promptly asked:
"Who is there?"
":Me--Riley," was the reply.
The door was unlocked and the villain entered,
his face showing up rather white in the glare of
the oil lamp the room was lighted with.
"Where's Tomato?" queried Thompson, looking
surprised.
"He's in Young ·wild \Vest's camp," was the
,
reply.
"What! They didn't catch him, did they?"
"That's jest what they did. An' they come
mighty nigh ter catchin' me, too. I had ter :run,
that was all there was to it. Jf I hadn't, I would
have got shot. Young Wild .West must have
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been on ther watch, fur jest as my pard was
goin' ter light ther dynamite an' chuck it at
ther tents, he jumped on him an' knocked it out
of his hand. I seen jest what happened, 'cause
Tomato had ther _match lit. I was goin' there
ter help him when ther boy yelled fur his pards
ter come. Then it was no use, I knowed, so I
jest legged it as fast as I could. I was mighty
lucky in keepin' out of their sight, fur I heard 'em
putty close to me a couple of times."
Thompson's countenance fell as he listened to
the words of the man. What had appeared to be
a sure thb ~ had amounted to an utter failure.
"What do yer s'pose they'll do with my pard ?"
asked Riley, after a pause.
Thompson shrugged his shoulders.
"I don't know," he replied. "But I wouldn't
want to be in his boots."
"No, I reckon yer wouldn't," and the cowpuncher shifted his feet uneasily. - "Give me a
drink. I feel mighty nervous-like."
There was some left in the bottle, so Grote
poured him out a drink. Wh€11 he had swallowed
the fiery stuff Riley sank into a chair.
"I feel sorry fur Tomato, ,b lamed if I don't!"
ihe exclaimed.
''Well, don't worry about it. Maybe they will
let hini go," said Thompson.
"What! After they found him tryin' ter kill
'em all with dynamite ? "
"Yes, for Young Wild West never shoots any
one without giving him a show, I have heand."
"Well, maybe he'll have him put in ther jail.
That would be bad enough, I reckon," spoke up
Herring.
·
It was just about fifteen minutes after Riley
came to the back of the saloon when another
knock sounded at the door. Riley pulled a revolver.
"There they come!" he exclaimed, in a hoarse
whisper. "They must have trailed me here."
The three Land Sharks turned pale. Thompson promptly put out the light. Then a voice
from outside called out:
"Let me in! I'm Tomato!"
They all recognized his voice, and while Grote
struck a mateh, the leader ran to the door. He
quickly unlocked it, and then Toma_to came inside.
"H<1W did yer git away?" Riley asked eagerly.
"Oh, they let me go, 'cause they thought I was
jest sneakin' around ter see what their camp
lookerl like," Tomato replied, as though it had
not been of much importance.
"Young Wild West didn't find out what yer
was up ter, then?'' said Riley.
"No.
He knocked ther dynamite out of my
hand when he jumped on me, an' he didn't see it.
I told him I Ht ther match ter give me a chance
ter see where I was. That 1boy ain't sich a bad
feller. after all. He let me go; after I promised
him if he ever ketched me interferin' with ther
'busiress of him an' fus friends ag'in I'd let him
shoot me. I made that promise, hoys, an' I'm
goi:n' ter stick to it!"
"It shows that you are turning traitor," declared Thompson wrathfully.
"It does, eh? Well, I'm ready ter show you
that I ain't any more of a traitor than you are!"
Tomato tapped the butt of his gun in a manner that was significant.
"Easy, Tomato," said Terrible Riley. "We
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don't want :no row with these fellers. I reckon
you're all right. If you've made up your mind
ter let Young Wild West alone, that don't say
that we've got ter do ther same thing."
"Of course it don't. But that galoot seems ter
think it does. I reckon I'm all right."
Thompson swallowed his wrath. He did not
keep up the wrangling, however, but invited both
the men to remain there, if they had no other
place to sleep. They did not have, so they accepted the invitation. There was no doubt but
that Tomato felt the easiest of the lot, and when
he lay down upon the floor at full length he soon
dropped off to sleep. Thompson was about the
last t-0 do so, and th$n it was not a great while
before he was aroused by the noise made by the
others, who were stirring about the room. It
was broad daylight and the sun was shining
through the window, which had partly been covered by a curtain. The leader of the Land Sharks
did not feel anything extra when he got up. But
he made the best of it, however, and, going outside, got some water in a pail he found and proceeded to take a wash. The rest did the same,
and they found lots of others either looking for
the same treatment, or indulging in it. Many had
slept out under the shed, while some had not slept
at all. But it was the same way all over the
little town. There were no accommodations for
them, and they had to make the best of it. 'l'en
o'clock was the hour appointed, for the time to
start, and those eligible to hold the land were
already o:n the hustle. The names had to be
given to the land a,e:ent, whose quarters were at
the camp of the troopers. But the four Land
Sharks had qualified the day before, so there was
nothing for them to do but to wait.

CHAPTER IX.-The Start.
Young Wild West and his friends had their
breakfast shortly after sunrise that morning.
"Well," said our hero, when they had finished
the morning meal, "I reckon we want to be among
the first to reach the Stl'ip, gil'ls. That means
that Hop and Wing will have to trail along with
the stragglers, for the pack horses won't be able
to keep up any kind of a gait. Charlie is eligible
to get a number and qualify, so I think he had
better go over to the land agent and do it. We
won't hold the piece we take possession of, but
-it will ,do ior us while we stay her e. We want to
boom the new town all we can, you know."
"That's right, Wild," answered the scout's wife.
"Charlie. why don't ·you go over and qualify?"
"I reckon I will." was the reply. "Come on,
Wild: we'll go right away."
"All right."
The two at once left the camp. As they got
out upon the street they found that it was lined
with teams and wagons. Lumber that was cut
and ready to frame constituted about half that
the wagons were loaded with, the rest being furniture, bedding, and general supplies. Wi).d and
Charlie took in the 1,cene with no little interest.
They went over to the camp, where there were
abolllt eiir,hty cavalrymen in command of a captain. There were but a few in line, and Charlie
was not long in having himself qualified. Then,
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after taking in the scene for nearly an hour they
returned to the camp. When they got back to
the camp they were treated to a surprise.
"What do you think of that, boys?" Jim Dart
said, as he held up a stick of dynamite.
Both knew what it was the moment their eyes
rested upon it.
"Where did you find that, Jim?" our hero asked
coolly.
"Right in about the very spot where •you
caught the man with a lighted match last night,"
was the reply. "Hop found it' and he brought it
to me, after marking the exact spot."
"Ah! I ·understand now why the galoot struck
the match. He was going to blow us :up. The
scoundrel! If I had known that, I reckon he
would not be at large now. Great Scott! but
that was what I ca:11 a narrow escape. That little stick of dynamite would have cleaned out the
camp, and everything in it, in a hun-y!"
"Velly muchee bad mans do lat," said Hop,
shaking his head. "Me likee play um tlicks with
um fireclackers and cigars with powdee in; but
no dvnamite, so be."
"Well," and the scout hrought the palms of his
hands together hard, "I reckon that galoot has
got ter drop ther minute I set eyes on him. He
lied, an' that !>ettles his doom."
"No," and the young deadshot turned to him
quickly. "He must not be shot, unless he is
caught trying to injure us in some way. He
told a lie when he said he merely lighted the
match in order to see what he was doing; but
when I told him we would not bother him, so long
as he did not try to interfere with us, I meant
what I said, and 1 want to keep my word. We
will let it go just as we intended it should,
Charlie. I reckon we can take care of ourselves,
all right."
"Jest as you say, Wild. But a promise made
under sich circumstance s, ain't bindin', I don't
think."
The hvo Chinamen had everything ready save
the loading of the pack horses, and this wuold he
done about fifteen minutes before the time to
start arrived. Nine o'clock, sharp, was the time,
and there was to be no delay on account of any
one or anything. It was now past eight, so they
had not much longer to wait. Just half-past eight
a detachment of forty-eight cavalrymen in
charge -o f Lieutenant Asbury, rode off at top
speed. There were already men in the employ
of the land office there, and the cavalry were to
assist them in ke€ping things straight when the
boomers began to arrive. When our friends finallly got ready anq rode out and took their places
in the long line that spread from one side of
the street to the other, they saw the four Land
Sharks for the first time.
They were mounted on good-looking horses,
and it was evident that they meant to be among
the first to get there. Behind them were Terrible
Riley and Tomato, t11e latter having two loaded
pack mules in charge. They all looked at our
friends as they passed them, and it was easy to
see that they were not a little afraid of them,
especially Riley. Wild got in conversation with
the captain of the cavalry, whom he knew by
sight, and when he had introduced himself he
received a cordial greetiqt
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"What is the name of the new town, captain?"
the young deadshot asked.
"That isn't settled yet," was the reply. "I believe the name will be taken from that of the first
person who crosses the line. That is quite an
idea, isn'.t it?"
"First rate, captain. But, say! If you don't
think I am too presumptuous , I'll tell you what
the name of the town will be, then."
"Young Wild West?" queried the captain, a
twinkle in his eyes, as he looked at the cleanlimbed sorrel stallion the boy rode.
"No; the name will be Arietta, for she will be
the first to cover the fifteen miles. I will let her
ride Spitfire, and if he doesn't fet.ch her over the
·
line first I'll give up ma1.-ing predictions."
"Good! A better name could not be found for
it. Go ahead and do it, Young Wil.d West."
Arietta was delighted at the proposition, and
the saddles were soon changed. She could manage the swift sorrel quite well, and there was no
doubt in the minds of her companions· that she
would win the race. The girl patted the glossy
neck of the splendid animal, and then mounted,
Wild taking the white horse she always rode. At
five minutes to nine a volley was fired by the soldiers. This meant to get ready. Then, with
nerves at the highest tension, the big crowd
·
waited.
It was a peculiar sort of a race, but nevertheless a race. The honor of getting there first was
the prize, too, for the twentieth person there
woµld have as good a pick as the first one. Although Arietta was not eligible for one of the
plots of land, she had been assured that if she
got there first the town would be named for her.
Cra-c-c-ckt The volley meaning that the start
was on now sounded, and the rush for the Co-manche Strip began.

CHAPTER X.-Arietta a Winner.
There was no such thing as forging ahead when
the start was made. There were easily three
hundred mounted men, and probably a score of
women and girls al1ead of our friends, and the
street not being over wide, there was but one
thing to do, and that was to wait until the line
got stretched. Wild and Arietta rode side by side,
and behi,:;,d them came Charlie and Anna. A couple of zealous cowboys had pushed in ahead of
Jim Dart and Eloise, so they had to wait until
the chance afforded them to get out of the
bunch. Only half a mile had to be followed before they would r, iCh a level strip of prairie
land, and then the big bunch would spread, as
well as stretch. The vast aowd of riders hung
together well until this point was reached, and
then our hero, as he saw the chance, called out to
his sweetheart:
"Now, Et, follow me to the left. I reckon we
may as well get ahead as soon as possible. We
are not going to wait and make a spurt at the
finish. I'll stick to you as long as I think it is
advisable, and when I say Go!' I want you to go."
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "I am hi
this race to win, and I am going tn. I knoW'
that for a certainty. Spitfire will 'lt<rry me
through all right."
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"If he don't carry you through, it will be the
first tin'l.e he has ever failed. When you find
yourself in the lead, just let him have free rein
and he will do the rest. Nothing short of a cyclone will overtake him, you can bet!"
They shot off to the left, and in less than a
minute they had passed a full dozen of the riders.
But Wild kept on swerving to the left, and in
five minutes they were on a line with the ~aders,
and swinging toward them. Arietta, her cheeks
aglow with excitement and her golden hair
streaming in the wind, made a picture that was
wQrthy of an artist's brush.
The white horse was doing nobly, but Wild
knew his mettle, and that it was impossible for
him to keep up the pace for more than five miles.
But with the sorrel it was differ ent. He could
go the whole fifteen miles and not lose a second.
About a dozen men with mustangs were holding
the lead, each fighting to get ahead, and when
they saw the boy and girl gradually closing the
gap between them t'hey had something else to
think about. Just about when a third of the
distance had been covered, Wild and Arietta swept
past them and took the lead.
"Now, then, Et," said the young deadshot, "let
yourself go. Give Spitfire his own way about it
and he'll take you through. I'll drop back with
the bunch here, for I think I can hold the pace
they are going at. Go on, and the new town will
be named Arietta!"
The girl waved her hand to him, and with a
nod of her golden head, she left him. She had
given the sorrel free rein, and he had forged
ahead of 'his own accord. Wild allowed the mustang riders to come up with him.
"That sorrel is a regular demon, Young Wild
West," one of them called out. "How is it that
you ain't ridin' him yourself?"
"Because I want the girl to win the race," the
young deadshot replied. "The name of the new
town with be Arietta."
"Good enough!" shouted one of the others.
"Hooray fur Young Wild West's gal!"
Wild saw nothing of the rest of his friends
during the mad race for the Strip. When ten
miles had been covered, Arietta was no longer
to be seen, either. He looked ove1· his s.houlder
and found that the line stretched as far back as
he could see, which told of the difference between
the horses that had started in the rush. A mile
farther on and some Indians could be seen lined
along the side of the trail to watch the arrival
of the "paleface legion."
"Paleface maiden heap much go fast!" one of
them shouted, as our hero passed. "You no
catch!"
"We d·on't want to catch her, redskin," was
the reply. "She is to be the winner."
Ten or twelve minutes later our hero rode in
at the head of the bunch that bad stuck to him.
There stood Arietta at the fini sh line with the
Government men and the cavalrymen, the sorrel
nibbling at the grass near her. A man was just
putting the finishing touches to a big white flag
which he had been painting, and a s they rode up
he raised the staff and the flag floated on the
breeze. The letters on it spelled "Arietta," and
when Wild read the word he waved his hat and
shouted:
"Three cheers for Ariettal
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The cheer that went up was joined in by those
at the line, and blushingly the winner waved her
handkerchief and bowed.
The qualified ones to get there were so much
interested in the girl and horse that they almost
forgot to pick their plots. It was not until they
saw others getting close .to the goal that they
did so. Wild dismounted and waited with his
sweetheart until the rest came up. They soon
came along, and "then Charlie selected his plot,
and they at once took possession of it. Then all
they had to do was to watch the rest come in.
Pretty soon the four Land Sharks arrived. Then
up came Terrible Riley. They each took a plot,
and then they i-an about in various places
throughout the Strip and were seen kneeling here
and there. Wild watched them with no little
interest. Finally he walked over to one of the
places he had seen them kneeling at. At first he
could see nothing wrong, but he soon discovered
th:.t a small stake had been pushed doVlrn even
with the surface of the ground.
The -young deadshot scraped away the dirt
with his fingers and pulled up the stake. There
was a piece of white muslin wrapped around it,
and as he unwound it he read the follo,ving:
"Number 63. Deeded to Robe1t Thompson for
services rendered in the opening of the Comanche Strip."

"I reckon that's pretty good," muttered the
boy, as he tucked the stake and muslin under his
arm. "Here is one they won't have any fight
over, anyhow. Now I know what they were
kneeling here and there for. They wanted to
make sure that they could find the different plots
.
easily."
He walked back and joined his friends.
"What do you think of that?" he said, as he
showed them the muslin containing the inscription.
"Well, if that don't beat all!" declared Arietta.
"The villains! 'Jhey w~nt people to put up
houses on the plots, ana then they will come
around and claim them. Oh, I don't know wrui.t
ought to be done to them!"
"They'll have somethin' be done ter 'em, all
right," answered the scout, his eyes flashing. "I
wonder if there's one of them blamed things on
·
this piece?"
"Thexe might be. Let's take a look," suggested Jim.
They all started to look around the piece of
land. Wild saw the corner stakes, and he walked
toward one of them. He noticed that the spot
where he had found the · little stake was right
-near one of those that was there for the purpose
of designating the size of the plot, and he
thought he might 'find it the same way there. He
was right, too. There it was, just showing above
the gTotmd. He was not long in pulling it up,
The mu slin was wound around it, and when he
unfolded it he found that it was the same as the
other, only that the plot was numbered 29.
"Here is another one they won't lay claim to, I
-reckon," our, beret said.
Then he waved the little piece of muslin over
his head. The four villains were about three hundred yards distant, but they were looking that
way and saw what he did. That they knew what
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was up, our friends felt sure, for they got closer
together and appeared to be talking earnestly.
"Just let them come and claim this plot," said
Wild. "I reckon they'll find out something. No
such galoots as they are will do much swindling
here, I'll bet!"
CHAPTER XI.-Another Plot Is Formed.
Not only did the Land Sharks know that Young
Wild West and his friends had discovered the
sunken stake on Cheyenne Charlie's plot of land,
but they had seen the young deadshot pull up the
stake on the other plot. It made them feel
slightly uneasy, for it really looked as though he
knew their game. But it also made them more
determined to rid the world of the boy and his
partners. They had tried hard to get the opportunity, but something- turned up to foil them right
along.
The fact that Tomato had refused to have any
part in the foul scheme made Terrible Riley a
little lukewarm, too, and after he got to the new
town re berame n;iore disposed than ever to take
his pard's advire and let our friends alone. But
Thompson and his three partners were rendered
desperate when they saw their foul scheme was
likely to be exposed.
"That boy must die!" the leader said, gnashing his teeth. "If he don't, we'll have some one
after us in a hurry. This is a land fraud i;ame,
and though we are only doing it through the assistance of one in the employ of the Government.
we will get punished nearly as much as he is, if
,
we are found out."
"There is only one way to do it, as far as I
kin think," observed Jake Patty thoughtfully.
"Tell us how, Jake," said Thompson, brightening up. "Ideas are wanted now, and wanted
badly."
"We will have to set a trap for them."
""Good! But how can we do it?"
"If we was ter steal one of them gals, it could
be done easy enough."
"If we do get one of the girls, where are we
goin' ter take her?" asked Grote.
"Ter some nlace where we kin lie in ambush
for Young Wild West and his partners, when
they come to look for her," answered Thompson.
"I suppose that is what Jake means."
"That's right, Bob," and Patty nodded in a
pleased way. "You kin understand my thoughts
putty well. But if we kin git ther gal without
it bein' known who done it, it'll be all ther better. Now, I advise that we pick out one of 'em,
an' that we keep an eye on her, an' when we find
that ther chance has come jest grab her , an run
off with her. Two of us could do ther job all
right. If we could put on wimmen's dresses it
would be all ri ght, fur then we could fool her, an'
git right close to her."
"Disguise is the thing," declared the leader.
"Jake, you are certainly showir,g a very fertile
brain to-day. I wouldn't wonder if you have
found the way out of the trouble we are in."
"I hope I have," Jake replied. "I don't want
ter see ther thing sp'iled now. It wonldn't do."
"You and I would make pretty g·o·:l-looking
women, I think. We are -not so tall as Al and
Grote."
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"Yes, I reckon that we'll do. All's I want is a
good, clean shave, an' then I kin soon fix up.
But we've got ter git ther dresses an' things."
"That ought to -0e pretty easy. The boomers
have brought lots of such things, and they are
letting them lie a.round in any kind of fashion.
Ah! Hello! There goes the first building up.
It's on our property, too! Good! Cheer away,
you fools! You are working for us now."
Sure enough, the framework for a house had
just been put tip, and the crowd around it was
cheering itsrlf ~oarse. The lumb~r had been
brought over behmd 'four good horses, and it was
the first to arrive. Many of the men there were
carpenters by trade, but those who were not lent
a hail<'I and did what they could, and the result
was that the first house in Arietta rapidly neared
completion. The window frames were fitted with
the sashes, while the doors were ready to hang,
and only needed a little shaving off in places.
Of course it was not a very large building. None
of those to be built in a hurry were supposed to
be. But it would have two rooms and an attic
~hat might be used for a sleeping ,apartment when
1t was done. The four villains walked over toward the new building. Terrible Riley and Tomato were already there. Thompson scowled as
he looked at them.
"If we don't look out those fellows will be helping us to get into trouble," he said, in a low tone
to his companions. "Tomato has backed down altogether, as you know, and Riley is half inclined
to. If they should take a · notion to tell that we
hired them to blow Young Wild West and his
friends to pieces with dynamite, I rather tlrink
we would have a slim show of ever leaving this
new town alive."
"Oh! they won't tell nothin'," Herri-ng declared
"They ain't turned good, or nothin' like that · it'~
only because they're afraid of Young Wild West.
They think that he can't be got, nohow, an' that
he'll git them what tries ter git him. They don't
i:eem ter think that it's a mighty long Jane that
ain't got no turn, an' that our turn is bound ter
come, even if it is a long time comin'."
"Well, if I thoug·ht they would tell, I'd soon
see to it that they dropped out," Patty observed.
"I happ~n ter have a botpe of pizen in ,my pocket, an if that was put m a bottle of whisky it
wouldn't be no trouble ter fix them galoots."·
Thompson nodded.
"You are right, Jake," he said. "Just hold on
to that bottle. I bought that, and I know what it
is. It is strychnine, and if a person o-ets only a
little of it in his stomach once it is gotd-bv! But
you just hold fast to that. Maybe we won't need
it, and maybe we will. Come on! I see a group
of redskins over there, and I have just been hit
with an idea."
'I'he Indians he referred to were of the vao-rant
type, and they had simply come there to pitk up
what they could get. There were thTee or four
greasy-looking squaws among them, and it was·
these that had g-iven Thompson his iclea. He
thouglit perhaps they might get what fe :,iale attire they wanted from them. But he should have
known better, for the squaws were about as poor
as they could be, and what they had was barely
enough for their own requirements.
"What's your idea, Bob?" Patty asked, a.s they
approached the group.
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"We might be able to get the disguises we want
of these Indians," was the reply.
"That's very true. But we might do more than
that, I reckon. I happen ter know that galoot
what looks -as ~ough he was a chief. He is Old
Man Afraid of' a Cow. That's his right name,
turned into our language; but no one ever calls
him that. Cow is his nickname. You jest wait!
You'll see him kinder prick up his ears an' look
_
pleasant when I call out his name."
Thompson nodded, and they went right up to
the Indi.ans.
"Hello, Cow!" ca~~ out Jake Patty, in a
w_~at are yer doin' around
very familiar
here, with nothin ter eat?"
Sure enough, the redskin addressed pricked up
his ears. Then he must have recognized Patty,
for 'he hurried to him and put out his hand in a
hesitating sort of way. But when the hand was
tak~n by the white man he said "How!" and
looked very much pleased.
"Cow heap muoh glad to see Jake," he declared.
"Jake heap much good paleface. Other palefaces
no good I They come and take more of the redman's hunting grounds. No oare if poor lnjun
starve."
"That's right, Cow," and Patty nodded as if he
meant it. "But my friends here is jest like me-good palefaces. See?"
"Me see, Jake. You got little toback for poor
_
Injun ?"
"Yes, of course I have. But see here, Cow;
maybe you might be able to earn a few dollars, if
·
you'll do ther right thing."
"lnjun do anything Jake say," was the quick
'l
t"eply,
"All right. Here's some tobacker. Now we l
walk on till we git ther other side of them trees
do,wn there, an' then_you kin go around ther other
way an' meet us. There might be as much as
:fifty dollars fur yer, if you'll do jest what w~
want yer ter."
"Me do anything," and. the redskin felt so
good over the prospect of getting hold of fifty
dollars that he straightened up and banged himself on the breast.
The four Land Sharks moved on. But they
had barely got behind the ·group of trees when
bhey were met by the Indian.
The fact was that the Indian. was one of the
sort who would do even worse than murder, if
paid for it, and he thought there was no possibility of getting found out. Thompson talked it
over with him, and the result was that Cow
agreed to catch the yellow-haired girl and take
· her to a certain cave back along the wooded
ridge, two miles distant, and to hold her there
until the four palefaces came.
· He gave them full directions as to where the
cave was, and then, after instructing him not to
harm the girl in any way, Thompson gave him
ten dollars on account, and then left with his
three partners. It was Arietta who had been
picked out as the victim, probably because her
hair distinguished her from the others.
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wq on a hustle. The land agent had marked
the plots so that a street ran between them
a straight line. The plots were not very wi
but they extended well back, so farming on
small scale might be done on each one of the
Young Wild West had seen to it that the
were put up a.t the front, or end that was on
proposed street.
This gave them an opportunity to see
what was going on. The wagons kept coming
and by noon they were all there, and as many
a dozen buildings were in course of constructio
A man who must have had considerable influen
with the Government officials, came there with
license to sell liquors, and it wes just about n
when a sign appeared across the front Qf a half
built shanty. It read as follows:
~Licensed Saloon.
Ales, Wines, Liquors, Cigars & Temperanc.
Drinks.
JOHN MOTT, Proprietor."

This shanty was located on the opposite side
the street, and perhaps a hundred yards to
left of the camp of our friends, but "they co
see it from the front.
"I shouldn't think the officials would allow th
to sell whisky in a place that is being opened
the Government," said Anna, shaking her he
"How much better it would be if the town we
established without such a place in it."
"Well the population of the town itself are
only ones to settle tlhat question, Wild answe
"The Government will grant a license to any m
citizen, of lawful age, who applies, and puts do
the price. That is for wholesale purposes onlyt
however. The town itself can say _whether
not it may be retailed in its limits."
"Well, I suppose if the majority voted that ·
should not be retailed there would be just
much sold. Those who wanted it would .huy it by
the quart then."
"As sure as guns!" exclaimed Charlie 0'1'i'mnffltlrl
and shrugging his shoulders. "But ;fiat's their.
use of tryin' ter put liquor out of business. Th.er
. stuff will be drunk jest as long a.s they keep Jnak,.
in' it. It ain't so many years ago that there
wasn't no tax on it, an' then anybody could ri
up a still, if he knowed how an' turn corn
rye inter stuff that would make your hair curl.
It was mighty cheap, too. There's only one way
ter settle ther liquor question, in my opinio
an' that is fur them what don't want ter drink •
ter leave it alone, an' thepi that does want
drink it ter go ahead an' do it. That's th
puttiest way ter settle it, I reckon."
Our friends ate their dinner, and then they
cided to take a walk around and watch things.
As we have said, Cheyenne Charlie had no in
tion of holding the land they occupied. Th
were simply going to remain there long enou
to prevent the Land Sharks from swindling
of those who were already putting up Ii
houses. Wild considered it safe to leave the
Chinamen at the camp, ao after the noonday m
was over with they started to take a walk
CHAPTER XIL-Hop Gets a Little Information. But if they thought Hop was going_ to stay
Our friends could see the first building being they were mistaken. The clever Chinaman
near it j!lst ply nodded w'h~n Wild. told the two of the
t up, but they did not bother to
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did not mean that he was going to remain right nearly out, and he had to puff hard ppon it to
there all the time. He waited until his brother get it going right.
"Pletty nea1· makee go outee, so be, when we
had got the remains of the dinner cleared away,
and then after seeing to the horses, he lighted gittee uppee," he said. "Me velly muchee smart
a rather long cigar and left the camp. As might Chinee, allee samee."
There was no one there who doubted the truthbe expected, he headed for the new saloon, which
did not have a roof on it yet. Hop thought it fulness of the assertion. Hop had showed that
time to have a little drink, and incidentally a he was just what he· said.
"Me likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot now,"
little fun. He was not a bit afraid of the four
Land Sharks, but he did not like to arouse Ter- he observed, as he pushed his way to the board
rible Riley too much, since he really thought be that was upon barrels to form a bar. "Me allee
was a pretty bad sort of a man. But when Hop samee velly ,muchee dly."
i'hen it was that a dozen or more offered to
started out he was well prepared for anything
that might happen. If he could learn anything treat him. The result was that Ho-p · got going
that would be of advantage to Wild and his part- pretty well, and if he kept it up for an hour or
ners he meant to make good use of it. Hop reach- so he would surely be much the worse for wear.
ed the saloon and found a thirsty crowd there. But something happened that caused him to
Two barrels of ale and a barrel ol whisky had make up ¼s mind not to keep it up. The man
been tapped, and the owner of the place and two called 'Pemato came in, and, getting up close to
hired men had all they cot.Id do to draw the him, whispered in his ear:
"Tell Young Wild West that Boh Thompson is
drinks.
The prices were fifty cents for a glass of puttin' up a job ter steal one of ther gals from
whisky, twenty-five cents for ale, the same for your camp. I don't believe in anything like that,
cigars, and also for soda pop. Counting the .first an' I made up my mind ter give warnin' of it."
Hon nodded, and then invited the man to drink.
cost and the expense of :.etting it there. the saloonkeeper was maki11g about one hundred per Tomato was glad to do this, as might be supcent. profit. But he could have got more if he posed. Hop soon slipped out of the place and
had ,a sked it, for so long as they had money the went in search of our friends. He believed that
men were bound to let it fly. The noise made by the man had told him the truth, and he wanted
the hammers and saws mingled with the shouts Wild and the rest to know about it as soon as
and .singing- of the score of men gathered there possible.
for the purpose of drinking and making merry.
When Hop appeared among them he wa8 given
a rousing welcome, sin<'e the most of them knew
CHAPTER XIII.-Wild Learns of the Land
him. Just to keep solid with them, he started in
Sharks' Foul Scheme.
to show them a trick.
Wild had not walked very far with his friends
He was prepared for it, of course, and when he
appeared to swallow the cigar he was smoking, when the cavalry captain and two men,• attired
lie;hted end and all, the crowd became sm1Llenly in a sort of uniform, came up and accosted him.
"You are Young Wild West, the famous deadsilent. Hop placed his hands on his stomach and
made a wry face. after he had given what seem- shot, are you not?" said the captain.
"At your service, captain," our hero answered,
ed to be the ]a;'.<;t swallow required to take the
bowing and giving the military salute.
cigar dov.'11.
"Well, if you feel that you want to be of serv"Velly muchee burnee," he declared, making a
ice to the people, who have come here to form
grimace.
Then he blew a cloud of smoke from hi, mouth. this town, and stay here to make honest livings,
This appeared to 1·elieve him, and with a nod of you can do so."
/ "Tell me how, and I will only be too glad to do
satisfaction, he exclaimed:
....,
it."
"Lat allee light. Me smokee allee samee."
"Well, Mr. Demp·sey here has suggested that if
Another cloud oi' smoke came from his mouth,
a vestige of flame with it. It was only th e old you allowed your name to be used in connection
trick with two and the saltpetered piece of S t ring, v.ith a big sign we are going- to put up this afterbut no one there dreamed that it was anything noon a" Grizzly Junction, it would help ,a lot. He
but the lighted cigar, he had swallowed that thinks it would induce a lot to come here and settle if they knew that you were booming the town,
caused the smoke to come from his mouth.
"Vellv nicee smokee," he said, and then an- and that it was named for your sweetheart."
"All right," said Wild. ''Go ahead and put it
other puff came from his mouth.
"That heathen galoot ain't human!" one man on the sign, if you want to. I am going to boom
declared, as he moved back a little. "Who ever the town, and no mistake. But the first thing I
seen or heard sich a thing as that? Jest look at mean to do is to thin out the crooks who are
him! He's smokin' that cigar, an' it's away down here. Bv ,loing this , some one in the service
may be pretty hard hit; but I oan't help that. A
in his stomach."
"Me tly gittee upnee," "bserved Hop, after he crook is a crook, whether he is in the employ of
the Government or not. I happened to hear of
had sent out more of the smoke.
Then he leaned over and made out that he was something that was going on, you know, and I
doing his best to bring up the cigar. Eu.t he was made up my mind to stop ·it. I don't like to see
simply taking the tow and burning string from any one swindled out of their hard-earned
his mouth, and putting the cigar, which had been money."
The official, Dempsey, go't interestEod right
up his sleeve since its disappearance, back into
'13.s mouth. Suddenly he straightened up, and away.
"I should like to have a talk with V"'< in prithere was the cigar in his mouth. But it was
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vate, Young Wild West," he said. "Harris, you
go ahead and do the advertising. I understand
that the big sign can be finished within a couple
of hours. All that was needed to put on it was
the name of the town; but now we will add to it
that Young Wild West is booming it. Ride over
to the Junction at once."
The other official bowed ,and promptly went off
to obey the instructions given him by hls superior. Wild soon found that Dempsey was the
man in charge, and when he walked over to a
pile of lumber and sat down Wllth him he was not
long in convincing himself that he was a straightforward man, true to the service.
"Now, then, if you wish to tell me what you
have learned, you may do so, my boy," he said,
placing his hand on our hero's shoulder. "I have
heard much about you, and I assure you that I
am a great admirer of you. You are an American, first, last an<l all the time; and your belief
in the right, and 'your wonderful skill and courage have made you something above the average pioneers of the West. Do you think it advisable to tell me what you have learned?"
"Nothing would stop me from telling you now,
Mr. Dempsey, for the big bouquet you have
thrown at me has almost drowned me with the
perfume."
Wild l,aughed, and so did the official.
"But to be serious," our hero went on to say,
"I reckon I'll tell you all about it, providing you
let me do the work of catching the crooks."
"Can you do it without assistance?"
"Oh, yes, Mr. Dempsey! All the assistance I
want is that which my partners and the girls and
two Chinamen we have with us can give me. Just
leave it to me. We will land them all right."
"Very well, then, I promise you that you will
be ,allowed to go ahead as you see fit."
"Good! Now, to begin with, what do you think
of this?"
Wild showed him the piece of muslin that had
been under the ground, wound about the stake he
had pulled up on the property Cheyenne Charlie
had laid claim to. Dempsey opened wide his eyes
and gave a low whistle of astonishment.
"What does this mean?" he gasped. "There is
not one bit of land that has been deeded in the
whole town site."
Then Wild started in and told him all he knew
about the scheme the four land sharks had, and
also that they had said that one of those in the
Government employ had made it possible ~or
them to work the scheme. Dempsey listened, the
expression of his countenance changing now and
then. But he was quite calm when our hero had
concluded his story.
"Those four men ought to be seized right away
and placed under guard," he said. "But I have
promised to let you go ahead, and I will keep the
promise. I suppose you want the pleasure of
catching them red-handed."
"Yes, that is about the size of it, especially as
I happen to know that they want my life. It
was surely through them that the villain named
Tomato tried to kill us all with dynamite, for he
would hardly have thought of such a thing himself."
"Well, go ahead. I hope they try their game
soon, for I feel that I can hardly wait. I was
going back to the Junction to-night. But I think
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I had better stay here, and keep the forty-eight
cavalrymen here, too, until this thing is over."
"'Yell, you might give it out that you are going
to-rught, and then you can go away a mile or so
ruid go into camp. That will make them start in
to-morrow morning, probably."
"A goo<l idea. I will act upon it."
"Say, Mr. Dem.psey."
"What is it, Mr. West?"
"Don't bother about calling me Mr. West" Wild
answered quickly. "I am only a boy and it is not
right for a man, especially a high official like you,
·
to 'mister' m,e."
"Then what s:hall I call you?"
"Wild."
"Very well, Wild. Suppose you call me Com..
missioner, then? That is my title."
''.All right, Commissioner. Now, then, I am
gomg to be bold enough to ask you a question."
"Proceed, Wild."
"Have you any idea as to who the guilty party
is-the one who has aided the four Lan<l Sharks
to work their scheme, I mean?"
"Yes, I have an idea."
"But you don't feel like tellin,I!' me, I suppose?"
"Well, it would do no good, since he is not here
or even at the Junction. He is now easily a hun~
dred miles from here, on his way to look up
some land frauds in .another part of the country."
"Ah! I see."
"I don't mind telling you that the man I have
ur:der suspicion is named Trainor. I might be
nustaken; but, anyhow, I shall see to it that 'he is
ordered to come here."
"Well, by the time he gets here I reckon the
town will be straightened out pretty well."
"I hope so."
"And if he is the guilty party he will simply
be walking into the net that will hold him a
prisoner."
"Exactly."
It being understood now, the two turned and
walked back to where Wild's friends were awaiting them. They found that the party had increased one. Hop Wah was there. The Chinaman had found them, and had been waiting until
Wil<J came back. Then he quickly told our hero
what Tomato had whispered to him at the saloon.
The young deadshot was not much surprised at
11earing that Arietta was marked to be stolen, but
he was when he heard that the information came
from the villain who had come so near bowling
them all into eternity the night before. He did
not doubt Hop in the least, and that meant that
the man had surely imparted the information.
Such being the case, Tomato must have changed
his mind and was now a friend, instead of an
enemy. But he had told Wild that he might
shoot him dead in his tracks if he caught him
interfering with them, and it now looked as
though he had meant that he would not again go
against them.
"Hop," said Wild, after he had thought a moment, "you go and find ont from the man just
what the four villains mean to do to carry out
their scheme. Tell him that I say he must tell
you all he knows about it."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
Hop started off to find Tomato. He found hint
at the saloon, and with him was Terrible Rile-7
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and Herring, one of the crooks in the land business.
"Hello, you -s mart heathen!" called out Riley,
who was fast getting under the influence of whisky. "I reckon you're all right. You kin take a
drink with me, an' welcome. I don't bear you no
grudge, an' I ain't got nothin' ag'in your boss,
even if he did give me a good wallopin' yisterday. Come right on."
Hop smiled and came up to them. He noticed
that Herring looked daggers at Riley, too, but
he did not appear to notice anything but the. invitation. He drank with them, but it was very
little of the liquor that went down his throat.
The- clever Chinaman felt that he had important
business on hand, and he knew very well that he
had taken all that was good .for him already. His
experience with the kind of men he was a'ssoc:iating with just then made him believe that Terrible
Riley meant what he had said, and the fact that
the Land Shark had looked at him with disapproval bore this out. He treated them all, and
then he said to Tomato:
"You wantee play lillee gamee dlaw pokee ?"
"You bet!" was the reply.
"So do I," spoke up Riley.
"I'll take a hand, too," Herring chimed in.
"Me wantee talkee with Misler Tomato allee
samee first," Hop told them.
He got the man aside, and then he put it to him
good and strong.
"I've been thinkin' of turnin' over a new leaf
ever since Young Wild West let me go last night,"
Tomato said, shrugging his. shoulders. "Ther
more I have thought about 1t, the more I feel
like '<loin' it. That's why I told yer what I did.
I've got a piece of land here, an' it may be that
I kin settle down on it an' be somethin' better
than what I have been in ther past."
"Lat velly goodee, Misler Tomato," Hop said,
smiling blandly. "But Young Wild West ,aJlee
samee knowee what um gamee is. You tellee me,
so be."
"Well I will, then. Thompson has hired an
Injun t~r ketch ther gal, an' he's goin' ter take
her back that way to a cave. Then when Young
Wild West an' his pards gits on her trail, an' they
git putty nigh to ther cave, they're ter be shot
down from behind tiler trees an' bushes. It's a
g,ame that I couldn't bring myself ter take part
in though I've promised ter help 'em do it. I
h;d ter promise, or I s'pose Thompson would_ be
puttin' up a job ter kill me. An say, Hop! Ril~y
ain't goin' ter stick, either. He's been listenin'
ter my argument a whole lot, an' he's goin' ter
turn over a new leaf, t oo. Jest tell Young Wild
West that, will yer? Tell him that we're awful
glad I didn't git the_r chance ter se~ off _that stick
of dynamite last mght. I'm talkin' r:tght from
ther heart, Hop. Yer kin believe me."
"Me believe you, so be. You be goodee man,
Misler Tomato. Better be goodee 1-an bad, so
be."
"I know it now; but I was a good while learnin'
ter think that way."
Hop made him tell the scheme again, so he
would ibe sure not to make a mistake, and then
he left him. The Chinaman was not long ii'
finding our hero, and soon they all knew of what
was up.
"Well," said Wild, "I reckon we'll fool them.
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We will wait until to-morrow morning, and the~
Arietta will go out and let the 1·edskin catch
her."
"What!" exclaimed Arietta.
"That's all 1·ight," was the reply. "But they
won't hold you very long. Have no fear of that.
I am going to think up a scheme that will make
them think they have won out, when it will be
jus~ the other way."
No one said any more, for they all knew that
he was capable of doing it. As the sun was getting down close to the djstant range in the West
it was announced that the cavalrymen were going
back to Grizzly Junction, as everything was now
in good shape, and they would not. be needed.
This no doubt pleased the Land Sharks greatly.
Since the arrival of the boomers over twenty
little shanties were nearly completed. It was
wonderful to see how quick a town could be made.

_ CHAPTER XIV.-Plotting against Plotters.
After supper was over Wild called Hop aside
and said:
"I want you to rig up three dummies to look
something like Charlie, Jim and I. I am going
to make the villains who are plotting against us
believe that they kill us. Do you understand?"
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild," answered the
Chinaman, who really possessed more than average intelligence, as the reader knows.
"0-ur old coats and hats will be enough in the
line of clothes, I reckon. You fix them up,, Hop.
We will want to use them the first thing in the
morning-before the Land Sharks are up, in
fact."
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me fixee."
That evening our friends were not long in spotting the Indian, who was to do the kidnapping
-act when he got the chance. W11en it had got
·dark Hop suggested that he go and find Tomato
and have another talk with him.
"All right; go ahead," said Wild. "You might
tell him that he can tell the gang he has learned
that Arietta, Anna and Eloise are going out to
shoot some game in the morning, right after
breakfast, and that no one is going with them.
He can say that he heard them talking about it,
you know."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me undelstand."
"You can tell Tomato that if he expects to
make himself solid with us he must do som ething
to help us. Maybe he might be able to take the
cartridges from the gun the Indian has. . Then
Arietta would soon make him the prisoner."
The clever Chinaman grinned.
"Lat be allee light," he said. "Me fixee. Tomato allee samee allee light , and so Tellible Liley
allee light. Ley be velly muchee bad, but p.ow ley
be allee samee goodee."
Hop meant just what he said, too. He wa~
right in luck, too, for in less than ten minutes he
met Tomato and Riley.
"How about that poker game, Hop?" Riley
asked.
"Me no play to-night; me play allee samee
plenty to-mollow, so be."
"All right. I know why yer said it. Tomato
has told me all about it. Say! Ain't tbere somethin' I kin do ter help out in tliis case? I want
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tcr prove ter Young Wild West that
goin' ter
b0 straight hereafter."
"Me tellee whattee you do. You go 'long by
o,0 r campee, and you stay Jere lillee while. Len
you go to um Land Sharkees and allee samee my
you hear 1at um thlee Melican girls allee samee
g'o out to-mollow morning, light aftee bleakfast,
to shootee um deer and plenty birds. You say
you hear muchee talkee 'boutee, and lat ley go
i::ll'ee samee alone. Len ley send um bad ledskin
Li catchee um girl, ancl he all\oe samee catchee,
savey?"
"I don't quite understand."
But Hop soon made him understand, thoug.h he
d'd not deem it advisable to let him know the
rest of the scheme. Hop went around with them
a little while, and then returned to the camp.
Then he went at work on t'.1e three dummies that
were to represent Young Wild West and his partr.ers. Tt took him until nearly midnight to com})lete them, but when he had 'finished the job it
v-as voted that no one but him could have clone
it so well. The night passed in a rather noisy
f<tshion, for the sounds of hammers never once
c·eased.
"Now, girls, you had better get ready to p.;o out
and meet that redskin," said Wild, after breakfc,st had been eaten. "'\Vhen he comes up and
hegim; to talk to you, which he will surely do,
just let him go right ahead. If he points a gun
at you, make out that you are badly frightened,
,me! then watch your chance to get the best of
him. I reckon that's the best way to fix it. When
you do get the best of him tie him up to some
tree. Gag him so he can't make an outcry, too.
Then Arietta will stay in hiding near him, and
t1::e two of you can come running to the camp
::;. 1d shout to us that Arietta has been carried off
Ly a redskin. We will start right out as though
on the trail, a.nd then the four villains will take
2. fe,y shots at us-or something that looks like
F.S.
We put the dummies in position just as_ it'
was beginning to grow light you know."
The girls nodded and laughed, for they never
once thought there was going to be anything' dangerous about it. Wild and Charlie, with the assistance of Hop, had carried the dummies to a
clump of woods half a mile from the camp and
laid them behind trees. There were lariats attached to each, and thrown over limbs above, and
to these anotner was tied, so that a pull upon it
would cause all three to rise at the one time. Our
:friends meant to be right there, and when the
dummies arose they were going to yell at the top
of their voices for Arietta. In case the Land
Sharks fired they would let the dummies drop to
the ground. Thart would m:ike them think that it
was all over. It was surely a case of plotting
against plotters.
CHAPTER XV,-The Villains Are Ready.
Though coth Rileyrand Tomato were piaying
deceitful parts, they did not feel that they were
doing wrong. Riley told that he had heard that
the girls were going hunting the next morning,
and it was decided that Cow, the redskin, should
wait until t11en to catch the golden-haired girl
and make her a prisoner in the cave. Tomato got
on very friendly terms with Cow, and he was
not long in getting hol-d of the weapons he had.
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They consisted of a knife with a buckhorn handle
and an old cavalry six-shoote1· that had to be
loaded with powder and ball. Tomato got hold of
the six-shooter and with slivers from a match
he plugged every tube and put the caps back on
then1. Late t11at night the seven who were supposed to be all against Young Wild West met.
"Well," said Bob 'l'hompson, looking them over,
"how are things getting on, boys?"
''Everything is all right but one thing, I reckon," answered Herring. "I don't quite like ther
idea of Riley an' Tomato bein' so thick with
Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, as they calls
him."
"Vile jest do that ter learn what we kin," spoke
up Riley. "Ain't we done our share of ther
work?"
"Of course we have," spoke up Tomato. ''Jest
because we've said we ain't goin' ter lift a hand
ag'in Young Wild Wes,t don't say that we ain't
goin' ter help fix things so some one else kin do
it. It's jest a mat;ter of principle, that's all."
Thompson laughed heartily.
"l lmow what you mean, Riley. You're more
afraid of Young Wild West than anyiliing else.
That's why ·you've given up the idea of getting
revenge for the way he walloped you yesterday."
"Well, maybe that's it. I won't say a5 it
ain't."
"We're all right, anyhow, so let it go at that,"
Tomato declared. "vVe'll stick to yer, an' no one
will ever know anything about it."
"Maybe lnjun get in trouble," suggested the
redskin.
"No, you won't," Thompson assured him, '',\s
5oon as you get tl1e girl to the cave yoLl car,
leave her there, and then come back here. Yo:.i
want to make yourself look like some other Inc1ian; not ke<>p as you are now. You mustn't let
the girls recognize you. Make out that you are
the big chief of a band of Indians who are on
the warpath. You can do that, can't you?"
"Oh yes, me do that."
"All right, then. Now, boy•s, we will be v,atcJ,_
ing, and when we see Young Wild West and his
two partners start out to find the lost girl we win
simply· st.art after them. I think that will be the
best way. We will follow them up until we g,;,t
the good chance we are looking for, and then
we'll leg it back here for all we are worth."
"Not before you shoot 'em, I reckon," said
Patty.
"No, of course not. You know well en,mgh
what I meant."
"All right, Bob. Then we'll come back an'--"
"Open up our game right away. There a1·e
just eleven good-sized houses built ~n our property now. We'll have everythi11g our o,Yn way,
for the Government men have gone,· and there
will be no one to interfere."
The villains had ·camped on one of the plots,
the outfit having been brought over by Tomato,
and after they had made it very plain to the redskin what was to be done in the morning, he was
dismissed, and then the others turned in. When
morning came, Bob Thompson was the first one
up. He took a walk past the camp of Young
Wild West and found them eating their breakfast.
"I wonder if the redskin is ready?" he muttered. "If he isn't, he should be. If the girls are
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going out hunting as soon as they are through
their breakfast it will be only a few minutes before they make the start."
He went on a little farther, and then he had
the satisfaction of seeing an Indian walking
through the libtle patch o.f woods. Though disguised with war-paint and trimmings, Thompson
knew it wa,s Cow.
"Now I'll go back, so we can be ready for the
biggest piece of work I ever took part in,"
thought the villain. "But it is money and success or defeat and death. Young Wild West
and 'his pards must die, or we will!"

CHAPTER XVI.-Conclusion.
The girls set out with their rifles, while Wild
and his partners remained at the camp 1 apparently taking things easy. When the girls had
been gone about fif~n minutes a . rifle shot
sounded in the direction they set out m.
"There goes something in the line of game,"
said Jin1 Dart, giving a nod.
"Yes that's right," Charlie spoke up. "It's
right, eve-n if it was. nothin' more t~an
game,
that dirty, redskin. Maybe Arietta has shot him.
I hope she has."
But let us see just where Arietta, Anna and
Eloise were, and what they were doing. It was
a covey of partridges that had caused the shot
to be fired, and, as might be supposed, Arietta
was the one who fired it. It was really a remarkable shot, too, for: she managed to get aim
at two birds. in a line and brought down both
of them, with a rifle, too I
But Anna and Eloise did not get a shot, as
the brushwood was just high enough for the
partrido-es to escape. They found the two that
had dr;pped, and then they decided to be more
careful for they knew very well that the shot
would 'fetch th~ Indian pretty quickly. They
were right in this expectation, for in less than
tliree minutes they heard footsteps, and then a
painted redskin ,app~re~ He came ~ward them,
making motions to sigrufy that he did not mean
to harm them, but he was so ridfoulous in appearance-he having overdone the disguising part
-that Arietta 1'aughed outright.
"Paleface maiden heap much laugh," grunted
the Indian who bore the high-sounding name of
Old M,a n Afraid of a Cow. "She g:ive Injun her
gun."
"What do you want the gun f~r?" the brave
girl asked a smile lingering on her face.
"Injun ,~ant gun to go on wa1-path," was the
reply.
. "Well I guess you had better not go on the
warpath. You'll only get shot if you do. There
are too many palefaces around for that."
"Injun chief got plenty braves in the woods;
they thick as the leaves on the trees," lied the
red villain.
"Is that so? You had better call them, then.
Ma:Y'be you want to take the paleface girls and
make them your squaws."
Cow showed signs of uneasiness. He did not
like the way the girl talked. Arietta held her
rifle with the muzzle voiintina: toward the 11:round,
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but when he took a step toward her she raised it
so it was leveled at hfa breast.
"Ugh!" he said, when he noticed this.
"What is the matter, noble cllief? Are you
afraid you will get shot?"
The girl spoke dn such a careless way that
Cow began to wish he was anywhere but just
there. She lowered the rifle again, and then the
redskin suddenly drew his revolver and pointed it
at her. Then Anna, who had been waiting to do
somethh1g, suddenly used her rifle for a club and
struck the weapon from his hand. Arietta quick•
ly covered his heart, and then she said:
"Put your hands behind you."
There was no mistaking her meaning, so he
quickly obeyed.
"Tie him, Eloise. Make a good job of iit, too."
. Then Arietta coolly stepped to him, and when
she had strengthened the bonds that held him
helpless she coolly led him to a tree and tied him
to it.
"Go on back to the camp and do your part,
girls," she said to Anna and Elo-ise. "TMs is
what I call a regular farce, and it really makes
me feel ashamed to do it. It is too easy for
,
anything."
The two girls smiled, and then hastened for
the camp. When they got t11ere they• made out
that they were very much excited. Wild, Jim and
Charlie instantly grabbed their rifles and hurried
for the spot where the dummies had been fixed.
They had scarcely gone when the four Land
Sharks started after them. A few minutes later
they heard the three shouting at the top of their
voices, and tlien they made for the spot. The
dummies were in positi·on, and, being close enough
to make a sute thing of it, they opened fire.
Down went the dumm:1es, Charlie uttering something that sounded very much like a death yell
-at the same time.
El,ated, and afraid at the same time, the four,
turned and fled. They reached the town in quick
order, and Thompson decided to start in at once
and show his authority. He led the way to the
largest of the houses that had been erected on
one of the plots that he held a forged deed for.
Besides his partners in the game, Riley •a nd Tomato went with him. The owner was right there,
and when Thompson told him that he had built
on property that did not belong to him there was
,a very heated argument for a couple of minutes.
The man wilted when he saw the forged deed,
for it looked to be ibetter than anything he held,
and the number and location corresponded exactly. But to convince him still further, J,ake Patty
went and pulled up the stake that was in a corner of the plot. Then it was that the boomer
ibecame sick at heart and turned away, declaring
that the opening of the Comanche Ship was a
rank fraud. But bent on winning out from the
others they expected to deal w.ith, the vi11ai~
started in to tear down the building. Meanwhile,
Hop Wah had seen what was going on, and he
g,ot the horses of our hero and his partners, and,
mounting one of them, he led the others, to find
,
their owners.
He met Arietta, w'ho had left the Indian :m
charge of our hero, and was hun-ying to the
camp, so she might be the first to appear before
the •astonished villains. It happened tliat the
house that was bein<.r ton1 down b:v them w.3.l(
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but a short distance from the camp, and when
the g;rJ saw what was going on she decided to
ghe them a surprise. She waited until she heard
the clatter of hoofs near at hand, and then the
brave girl told Anna and Eloise to hurry her
lover and his partners to the scene the moment
tihey came up.
"They are coming!" said the scout's ·wife, pointing to tl1e right.
Arietta saw Wild and his partners r:iding swiftly to the scene, and she ran from the camp and
called out:
"Stop that, you scoundrel! You have overstepped the line!"
Thompson, who had a hammer in his hand,
turned at the sound of the girl's voice. He did
not recognize her at first, and shouted for her
to get out of the way. But Arietta did not scare
f or a cent.
"You have overstepped the line, I say!" she
repeated.
"Up with your hancls, you scoundrels!" cried
our hero, as he halted so close to T11ompson that
the sonel nearly knocked the villain over.
Riley and Tomato auickly ran over to where
Arietta was standing-, Then the four Land Sharks
began to understand. Up went their hands. By
this time a big crowd had gathered about the
spot.
"Disarm those four ,scoundrels and tie them,"
said Wild.

A

TOWN

In a very few minutes the Land Sharks were
bound and standing in line. Then Young Wild
West g'Ot upon a barrel and addressed the crowd,
giving them the full particulars of the plotting
of the Land Sharks, from start to finish.
"When I started for this place, it was not for
the purpose of booming the to,vn; but since the
Land Sharks bave been cleaned np, and the town
has been named for my sweetheart, I reckon I'll
do some booming. The first thing you folks
should do now is to elect a justice, so the four
galoots can be tried. The redskin in the game is
tied to a tree half a mile back in the woods.
Get your judge, and then give them a show. But
jt is all one-sided, for they• have been caught redhanded."
The reader can guess what happened to the
Land ShaTks. The cavalrymen came up about an
hour later, and when they did the four men were
banging to a stout limb, side by side. Cow, the
Indian, would have got the same dose, but the
cavalry arrived in time to save him. Our friends
remained at Arietta nearly a week, and in that
time Young Wild West did nothing but boom the
to:wn.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST SAVING A RANCH; or, THE FIRE
FIENDS OF THE BAR-X RANGE."

A BIG . SURPRISE COMING !
WATCH FOR "MYSTERY MAGAZINE No. 95, OUT OCT. 15
I
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A Cash Prize Contest Begins in No. 95.
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~CURRENT NEWS
1823 COIN IN A CATFISH.
A silver coin minted by the United States in
1823 was found in the stomach of a large catfish which was caught by L. E. Bogart in Sandusky Bay. The 'fisherman is displaying the coin
with pride, but the age of the fish has not been
determined by scientists.

costly . during the past year, the amount · spent
on paints, cosmetics and perfumes amounting to
$145,019 ,100 as compared with $160,693,025 during 1920.
The country's spending also fell off considerably in other lines.

SQUIRRELS HOARD LOST
GOLF B.1\,LLS.
Golf enthusiasts on the local links, Carleton
PlaC'e, Ont., who had observed that squirrels resident on the cours1, were eyeing them in a peculiar manner learned the r eason why. ·
Leslie Raynolds announced he had stalked one
of the squirr els to a hollow tree and found a
cache of foxty-one golf balls. Search" of similar hiding places on the course revealed fifty
more lost balls, he said.

DOG SAVES SICK CHILD.
A mother's instinct and a barkin~ dog saved
Herbert, seven-year-old son of John R. Kissinger,
Milton, Pa., , from death in the Suauehanna, to
which the boy was running, delirious from
mumps, after he had slipped out of the house in
his night shirt.
About 3 o'clock in the morning Mrs. Kissinger
awoke with a start, feeling that something w;µ;
wrong, went to the boy's room, which ,;he had
left only a half hour before, and found him missing. She awoke her husband, and a quick search
was started. Outside they saw the little white
form heading for the river.
When near th·e water John Trate's dog jumped
out and barked at the boy. The lad turned back,
then started in another diTection for the river,
but the dog again barked and turned him. By
this time the father reached the child and seized
him.

CANADIAN

THE WORLD'S !,WST INACCESSIBLE OIL
WELL.
An oil well that can be i-eached only by swing'ing in a rope sling operated from a stiff-leg derrick at the top of a 107-foot cliff was recently
completed at Point Firmin, Cal. The well is located on a narrow ledge of tide land and at the
bohom of the cliff. The ledge is so narrow that
at high tide the water rises to within a foot of
the rig. Despite the fact that all material and
workmen had to be lowered artd hoisted from
above by means of the derrick and sling, the well
was completed without a mishap. This remains
still the only way to reach the well.
BULL A DRINKER.
., A bull's overindulgence in the contents of a
mash bane], according to stories of orch~rdists
of the Underwood (Wash.) district, Jed to the
discovery of officers of two stills near Stevenson.
The bull, attracting attention by his drunken staggers and bellowing maunderings, evidently was pleased with the effects of the moonshine
making.
Officers followed him as he pursued an er- ·
ratic course through the underbrush. The goal
of the bovine toper was a barrel half full of
mash. In a hidden cabin, about 100 yards away,
was discovered a still.
SPENDS LESS FOR SWEET
TOOTH.
It cost the nation $54,000 ,000 less to fill its
sweet tooth during the last fiscal year than in the
previous year, according to preliminar y annual
statistics of the Internal Revenue Bureau, $408,729,560 being spent for candy in the country as
compared with $462,840,660 in 1920.
It cost more, however, to keep the country's
jaws in motion, the chewing gum bill for 1921
amounting to $44,405,900 as against $37,498100
in the pl'evious year. Facial decoration was less

NATION

SOAP IN SOVIET GEORGIA 40,000 RUBLES
A CAKE .
The high price of soap is proving disastrous to
the fastidious, ladies of the Near East. In Soviet
Georgia, the home of the most beautiful women
in the world, according to a Near East Relief
worker writing from thei·e, a Government officials
salary for the month is Jess than the price of a
bar of soap. He gets the princely wage of 30,000 paper rubles, and a piece of soap, oxdinary
gal'den variety, costs 40,000 of these same rubles.
When the American cargoes of food and clothes
supplies arrive at the Near East Relief stations
in Tiflis, the capital of Georgia, there is an instant run on the soap . All classes, particularly
the more affluent, or rather those who were once
affluent-none are now-besiege the distribution
centers begging for the precious article.
All the vegetable and animal fats from which
the people were accustomed to make their soap
are now non-existent. What few cattle there are
left from the devastation of the war are so lean
they yield practically no fat, while the manufacture of cottonseed and linseed oil has been impossible since 1915. Even wood ashes; which often furnish a substitute for soap, cannot be used
as the fuel is so scarce that wood is being sold at
$70 for half a cord.
For a time oil was used-a crude kerosene
from the oil field s of Balm-but it was ruinous
to the clothes, and as the people !}.ad all too few
clothes to ruin this was abandoned. Af' a last
xesort they dipped theil' garment s in the muddy
river and beat them out with h eavy sticks. Most
of them went unwashed I
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Six Silver Stars
-OR-

THE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF
YUCATAN
By DICK ELLISON

C~APTER XII.-( Continued.)
"I never saw it, if you mean that," replied the
Maya, "but my grandfather did."
"Whei-e is it?"
"Under this temple."
"Know how to get to it?"
"No."
"Then how the deuce are we going to get our
hands on it?"
"Bo will show us the way in his own good
time."
Oliver sniffed.
"I hope Bo don't keep us waiting long, then,"
he said.
"I can't tell," replied Tony.
"And you propose to just wait?"
"There is nothing else to do. Dr. Ortiz understood that. Joce, who was his friend, explained
it all to him. Dr. Ortiz, had he lived, would
hil/Ve been patient. You must be patient, that's
di."
And Tony, having disposed of the matter in
this fashion, arose and walked away, leaving
Oliver to clear up after the meal.
"Come, Oliver," said Al, "let's go up in the
tower and get a view of the country. From
that height one ought to be able to see for miles
around. I'll get Dr. Ortiz's field-glass and we
will have a good look."
Oliver sulkily complied.
The ascent of the tower was accomplished by
a climb of two hundred steps.
As the rise of each step was just about a foot
it was easy to measure the height of the tower
above the roof.
Passing through a trap-door the boys came out
upon a stone platform about fifteen feet square,
and without a guard of any kind.
"Stupendous!" cried Al. "But for the moun-.
tains I believe one could see the ocean."
"It's an ocean as it is," growled Oliver.
"Yes, an ocean of trees. Look! There's another temple in the direction which I'm pointing!
See it?"
"Yes; and I see another beyond it."
"So do I."
They discovered twenty as they continued to
look.
Thus were these remarkable buildings scattered
through that wonderful forest. The fact that all
stand on pyramids render them visible from a
height sufficient to take on well above the tree17-'!i}s.
And l'emember, l'eader, this great forest exists
in, actual fact. A few of its l'uined temples have
been examined by different explorers; other/;!
h:we been seen from their towers and the tops
of lofty trees.

Their number is beyond belief, if the stories
of the Indians can be cl'edited, and from the
large number already visited by white explol'el's,
there is little doubt that these stories are ti·ue.
There can also be no doubt that this vast wilderness once supported an enormous population.
Al'e the Mayas the descendants of these people?
Some say yes, others say no. It is doubtful if
the truth will ever be 1.."llown, unless some one
succeeds in deciphering the hieroglyphics on the
temple walls, and perhaps not even then.
But oui- boy t1·easure hunters now made a discovery of another description which, for the time
being, caused Oliver to forget his huff.
Indeed, it was Oliver himself who made it.
"Why, look, Al!" he cried, suddenly. "Don't I
see people coming along our trail?"
Their tl'ail, by the way, could be plainly distinguished for a considei-able distance back from
the pyramid.
"I see something moving," replied Al, raising
the glass.
"Mules?"
"I am not sure. Wait till I get a squint at
them."
"It's mules, and there are people on them."
"You are right. I see two men. Say, thel'e's
a woman, too."
"Well! White?"
"I can't tell. Here come others into view. One,
two, three, yes, foul' of them. They are Indians.
Mol'e mules-two. They are loaded down V{ith
stuff. It is some exploring party. By gl'acious,
I wonder how Tony vvill like this?"
"I'll bet you they al'e after the tl'easure !" cried
Oliver. "What one man has found out another
may. Come, Al, tell a fellow. If we are going
to have rivals in the field it's time we got together, don't you think?"
"Oliver, don't!" said Al, solemnly. "I have
pledged :my bond, and I don't propose to break
it."
"Pledged it to whom?"
"The god Bo, if you must know."
"Oh, hang the god Bo! It's bad enough to
make mystery of all this without making foolishness."
"Let's go down," said Al. "Tony must be
told."
They descended and found the Maya sitting on
the top step, smoking a cigarette.
His excitement when he heard what the boys
had to tell fully justified their expectations.
"Now, see here," he said, through Ha1-ry, "not
a word about the tl'easure. We must try to
scal'e these people off somehow, and I think it
can be done. Leave that to me. It is probably
some exploring party come to photograph the
ruins. I want you to understand that I am master of the situation. All I have to do is to raise
my finger and not one of them will evel' get out
of these woods alive."
They waite1 and presently the first mule appeared.
It was ridden by a tall, eldei-ly man, dl'essed
in a khaki suit, and wearing a cork helmet English fashion.
Behind rode a very prntty young girl of not
more than eighteen.
(To be continued.)
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IN SHORT ARTICLES

WORMS AVOID ELECTRICITY
Applying his inventive mind to the problem of
digging angle worms, Joe Siegfried, ten years of
age, son of J. H. Siegfried, electrical expert for
the Pacific Power and Light Company, Yakima,
Wash., has devised a better way. He inserts two
electrical terminals in the ground some distance
apart. connects them up and presses the button .
All the worms between the terminals promptly
climb to the surface to escape the current. The
same method is use? to feed the Siegfried chick·
ens.

•

TREED BY HOGS.
A farmer named Jarma:r., near \\'ilmington,
Del. has a large herd of hogs which he allows to
run 'wild in a wood on his farm, feeding on aco-rn~
and grass. Every year he shoots two or th1·ee
for his winter meat and lets the remainder run.
He went out the othe1· day and after killing
three, started to drag them home, when the herd
attacked him. Jarman· had to climb a tree to
escape them, and, sitting in the crotch, shot two
more, but was unable to drive them away. The
hogs started to chew the bottom of the tree and
for several hours kept Jarman treed and afraid
to move. Friends who knew he had gone for hogs
arrived later and with dogs finally drove off the
hog-s, killing two more, one of the dogs being
also killed.

Statistics show that seventy per cent. of the
sporting goods bought in the United States are
purchased by boys less than eighteen years oJ,J,
high school boys and downwards. About half of
one per cent. goes to professional baseball teap.is
and a big quantity of tlie rest to chronic,.t(lly
hard-up collf'ge and san<l-lot te~ms. The wealthy,
though individual purchases are large, but next
to nothing.
"Taxation without representation" is the way
it strikes the youngsters. It is a queer tax, and
about the first tax on children ever levied in this
country .
Athletics, outdoor sports of every kind are the
salvation of the youth of our land. This country
should make it a point to encourage sports in
every form. The younger generation should have
a chance to play, for the players of to-day will be
the leaders of to-morrow.
Some of the athletic good~ purchased by the
wealthy classes may be subject to taxation. But
a ten per cent. tax on "athletic goods" without
goi1~g into detail is unjust, and should be repealed to give the young people the necessary
physical recreation to keep them strong and well.
-Editorial from the Des Moines Capitol.

"Mystery
SEMI -MONTHLY

ACCURATE TIME .
A ship's chronometer is the most wonderful 73
and accurate timekeeper made. So accurate, in- U
75
deed. is a ship's chronometer that it docs not 7n
vary a se<>ond a day. An error of only a few 77
sec?nds ma..y put a captai-n of a vessel miles out
of his reckoning at sea. For that reason every 78
ship's timepiece goes through the most thorough 79
tests before it is pronounced perfect. It is set 80
81
going in a very hot room and then transferred 82
to a cold one, for it may be used in any pi,trt of &1
the world from the polar regions to the tropics, S-l
and it mu'st always keep good time. Many large 85
R6
vessels have three chronometers on board, and f:7
whenever a vessel goes into port they are sent AA
89
ashore and tested to see if they are still accu- 90
rate. On board ship the chronometer is kept
amidships because there is the least motion and !11
112
the smallest variation of temperature.
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Captured At Last.
By KIT CLYDE.
We New York detectives-it must t>e getting
en for a dozen years ago now-were completely
at fault as to effecting the arrest of the head of
a notorious gang of swindlers, "mashers" and
forgers. The gang in question had been combining coining, the manufactu1·e and passing nf
spurious banknotes, obtaining money on for!,, !d
checks, and burglary on a grand ..scale, the last
named offense being invariably carried out at
the mansions of the gentry during the time that
the family were at dinner, when a good haul of
jewelry could be made from the unoccupied bedrooms.
The members of this criminal organization
were of the class generally known as swell mobsmen, and seven of them had been captured, convicted, and sentenced to various terms of imprisonment. This had been brought about mainly through the instrumentality of a young man
who had been given into custody by a publican
for attempting to obtain change for one of the
spurious banlmotes.
However, the charge was not pressed against
him, as it was discovered that he was a dupe and
a tool of the gang, and it was from the information which he gave that tl1e real criminals were
brought -to justice.
But the chief, the worst of the lot, was still at
brge and defying all attempts to get hold of him.
That he had not left the country was certain, as
from time to time spurious notes were passed, or
money obtained from various people by <;leverly
executed forged checks.
These operations weTe not confined to New
York. His disguises, too, must have been wonderful in their way, for the descriptions given by
those who had been cheated varied with each one.
This was the condition of affairs when I was
ordered to take up the case. I had the reputation of having done some sharp work in my time,
and had 1-isen to' be a sergeant on the force. My
experience, moreover, was not confined to New
York, as previous to joining the metropolitan police I had been in a similar position in one of the
la1·gest towns in Pennsylvania. I was on my mettle, for I was about to attempt single-handed that
at which the rest of our men had failed, and
what clues I,had to work on were meager in the
ext1·eme.
On questioning the young man who had the
means of bringing about the capture of the others, I ascertained he had only seen the leader
of the gang on one occasion. His description
went no further than that he was a gentlemanlylooking man of forty or so, with a slightly Jewish
cast of countenance, tall, active, and powerfully
built. Of one thing, however, he was certain,
and that was, he should know him again wherever he should see him.
·
Nearly a month had gone by, and I was no
fm'ther advanced than when I undertook the case.
In t;:-uth, I might consider myself at sea, as the
others had been, and, moreover, with the un-
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pleasant fact staring me in the face that the accorr,.plished swindler for whom I was searching
still continued his nefarious operations.
· But one day I became greatly elated by the
appearance of the young fellow to whom I have
before alluded, who came to tell roe he had seen
the leader of the gang enter a certain swell hotel,
and although he waited more than an hour, the
man wante.d had not come out again. This was
enough for me. No time was to be lost; but
knowing how wary was the individual with whom
I had to deal, before leaving my room I deemed it
wise to change my appearance, donning a costume and makingup for what would very well
have passed for a north country squire or a rich
Boston manufacturer of the old school. I wore
spectacles, too, to further carry out my disguise.
It was dark ,vhen I reached the hotel, and
startled the manager not a little when I stated
my business. The description I gave tallied exactly with the appearance of a gentleman who
had been staying in the house for two or three
days, who had given the name of Montagu, and
was leaving that night, having already paid his
bill and gone up to his room to make ready fo1·
departure.
"How did he settle with you?" I queried.
"He paid with a hundred dollar bill," was the
reply, "receiving the change."
"Just let me see that bill, please."
"Certainly," said the manager, a slight anxiety
apparent in his manner. "I remember that he
wrote his name at the back."
"As :i expected," I said, when what purported
to be a Brooklyn Bank note was produced.
"Forged, but very cleverly executed."
"Forged!" exclaimed the manager, with a
blank look.
"Undoubtedly," was my answer. "Now let me
be shown to this Mr. Montagu's room .. "
•
The hot~] manager called one of the waiters to
show me the appartment in question.
"It's on the second floor, sir," said this man, as
we were ascending the first flight of stairs.
"All right," _I replied, in my character of a
north country potentate. "l\'h·. Montagu is m~
nephew, and I want to take him by surprise."
As we passed along the- corridor on the 'first
floor, I presently became aware that instead of
having one waiter in attendance I had got three
following me, who, to judge by their faces, we1·e
not a little amused. I suppcse my quaint appearance had excited their curiosity, and they
were inclined to have a laugh at the old fellow
from the country. As I noticed this I dismissed
two of the fellows with a sharpness which somewhat astonished them.
On arriving at the room I turned the handle
of the door-I have thought since it would have
been wiser if I had allowed the waiter to knockand found that it was locked. I gave it a twist to
be sure, and then a voice from within demanded
sharply:
"Now, then, what the deuce do you want?"
"A gentleman to see you, sir, please," replied
the waiter.
The answer was a short, defiant laugh, and
then all was still. I waited a moment or two,
and then put my shoulder to the door with all my
strength, but it did not yield.
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"Give me a hand," I said to the waiter. A
startled look came into his face; but he readily
gave me his assistance, and under our united efforts the door gave way with a crash.
I was ready for a struggle, but found the room
in darkness. Then I felt a rush of cold night air
in my face, and I noticed that the window was
raised, and that it opened upon an iron balcony.
The waiter lighted the gas, and it did not take
me long to discover that the bird had fl.own.
An open valise, half packed, was on the floor,
with other traveling adjuncts.
Going to the window, I saw that the iron balcony traversed the whole front of the house.
Stepping out, I ran along this from end to end,
passing on the way a dozen windows at least.
Making my way back to the room I had just
left, and rushing downstairs like mad, the first
person I encountered was the hall porter. To my
inquiries if any person had recently come downstairs and gone out he replied:
"Yes, a gentleman who is staying in the house.
I don't know his name."
"And he has left the hotel?" I asked.
"Yes, sir, not more than a minute or two ago."
Out into the street I dashed, but saw nothing
of the man I was after. On my return to the
hotel I learned from the manager that the doors
of one-half of the rooms facing on to the balcony opened on to a separate oon-idor, and I had
no doubt that my would-be prisoner had traversed the balcony, passed through one of these
apartments, and walked quietly downstairs and
out of the house.
Returning to the room which he had recently
occupied, I found that he had left behind him a
small but expensive outfit. An important discovery that I made was a couple of photographs
that were lying at the bottom of the valise. These
were portraits of the man I had hoped to capture, and were, as I was told by the hotel manager, an excellent likeness of him.
The next morning startling news reached me.
I learned that a lady staying at the hotel where
I had been so cleve'H y outwitted haci lost the
greater part of her valuable jewelry, which, without doubt, had been stolen by the man who had
escaped me.
One afternoon as I was passing the shop where
the young man who had given roe my information
. ,,
.
worked, he came running out. . .
"I've seen him I I've seen him agam, sir I he
cried.
"When and where?"
''This morning, in Fulton street," he replied.
"I had been sent on an errand, and as I was
p:oing along Fulton street I saw him. But I
think he must have known me, too, for he jumped
into a cab and drove off."
Between six and seven o'clock on the following
n" "'. ht I was passing along a street when a fourwheeler cab drew up about twenty yards in advarce of me.
From the vehicle a gentleman in evening dress
alighted, handed the driver his fare, and going
up the steps of the house, rang the bell. Just as
I got opposite to the man the door opened, a,nd
without ceremony he entered. But at that moJDeDt, perhaps to see if the cab had driven away,
• turned his head, and as the light from the
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street lamp shone full on his face, I instantly
recognraed him as the original of the photographs
which I had so frequently studied. Then the door
closed behind him.
Passing over to the opposite side of the street,
I looked across at the house which he had just
entered, and noticed that the drawing-room was
lighted up brilliantly.
I did not seek to enter the house just then, but
waited until the constable on the beat came
around. Half an hour must have elapsed before
the officer made his appearance. Then there was
another delay, as I had to send him in searclJ of
a second officer. When the two arrived I bade
them keep a sharp lookout and to come to my
assistance if they heard my whistle. Then I
cros~d the street and boldly range the bell.
A servant girl opened the door, and without
making any remark, I E_!ntered. Leaving her to
suppose I was an expected visitor, I placed my
hat on the stand and walked quietly upstairs.
The drawing-room door ·was partly open, a pageboy having just taken something into the apartment. At a table, at dinner, were seated four
people, a lady and three gentlemen, and one of
them just then raised a glass of champagne and
said:
"To our hostess, who so kindly entertains us."
Seated nearest to the door was the accomplished rascal for whom I had so long searched,
and his back was partly turned toward me. All
that I have described I had taken in without detection, as I stood just without the half-.<>pened
door. But the next moment, as I made a step
forward, the lady saw me, -and uttered an exclamation.
Quick as thoug11t my man sprang to his feet,
evidently recognizing me as a detective, and before I could reach him, the page being in the
way, had drawn a small revolver and fired point
blank at me.
The bullet whistled harmlessly' past my head,
and the next instant I had closed with him,
striking the pistol· from his grasp by a violent
blow on the wrist. I got a very strong grip on
him, and before he scarcely knew where he was,
I had thrown him heavily to the floor and had
the handcuffs on him.
Now there was the sound of heavy feet on the
stairs, and the two constables, who had heard the
pistol shot, came rushing into the room. I turned
·
my prisoner over to them.
After I had made a· few inquiries of the people
whose little dinner party I had so unceremoniously interrupted, I was not at all sm·prised
then, and subsequently, to learn that they were
respectable middle-class individuals, and that the
host and hostess had little idea of the character
of their guest.
The husband had met the notorious swindler 1t
a club, and having taken a liking to him, had 'nvited him to his home.
In the end, when this leader of the desperate
gang which we had succeeded in uprooting was
brought to trial and convicted, it was announced
that two other convictions were recorded against
him, and, as a consequence, the sentence passed
upon him was such a severe one that in all human probability he was not likely to ever again
be at large.
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tem is to overcome transport difficulties on unnavigable portions of riYers, such as rapids, by
rendering craft easily transferable to land while
NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 30, 1921.
loaded and conveying them by rain until their
further transport by water again becomes posTERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
sible. It also contemplates the conveyance of the
Sln~le Coples ............... Postar;e Free....
craft overland from one river or waterway to
.07 Centa
One ~upy ~hrt.~e .Mont ha...
'"
~, . •• •
.00 Cent.a
another.
One Copy ~1x Months.,....
"
" • • • • Sl.75
The inventor is a Belgian, Robert F GoldOne CoJ>Y ·One Year.......
''
8.60
schmidt, and it is hoped to make use of thP. sysBOW TO SE:Z..D MONEY-At our risk send P. o.
Afouey Orlier, Cllcck or Heg!stered Letter; remittances in tem mainly in the Belgian Congo. The amphiany otllcr way are llt your rlsk. We accept Posta11:e bious "boat-train" is described as a series of
s,tam11s the same as cash. When sendi1111: silver wrap the twin
boats or barges, the first of which is the tug,
Colu in a separate piece of puper to a'fold cutt1n11: the
envelope. Write your name and address plalnlJ. ..A.d· which can be driven by petroleum or palm oil.
ureas letters to
Each pair of boats is bound together laterally
by a double yoke of steel, bearing a hanging deHARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher.
vice which runs on a mono-rail. The mono-rail
166 West 23d St.. NP-w York
is laid on a raised masonry or timber sti·ucture
raised so as to clear the hulls of the boats on
either side. It is hoped that the boat-train will
enable the great river system of the Congo hitherto neglected, to be used regularly for transVOICE HAS MILE RANGE.
port, notwithstanding its frequent interruption
Claiming that he can still make his voice heard by rapids
nearly a mile away George Sawyers, head porter on the London, Brighton and South Coast
Railway, is retiring after fifty-one years' service.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

LAUGHS

REVENGE AFTER MANY YEARS.
Mrs. Neat-Why, Belinda, the piano has six
Mrs. Mary Speiss waited thirty-eight years for weeks'
dust on it! Blinda-Well, mum, I ain't
a squaring of accounts wij;h George Speiss, her
husband, and she got it recently. Speiss deserted to blame. I've been here only three weeks.
her after a short married life when she was
"My son, remember this: Marrying on a salary
fifteen years old. The Supreme Court of Minnesota. held that she ,vas entitled to the entire has been the salvation of many a young man."
$75,000 estate Speiss left at his death and that "I know, dad. But suppose my wife should lose
the other woman, whom the manied after he de- her salary·?"
serted her, was not entitled to a cent.
Sunday School Teacher-Now, \Villie, why
don't you try to conquer yourself'? Willie-GRUESOME FINDS IN SEINE.
Last week three 'fishermen on the Seine found Ain't no glory in conquerin' a feller what's been
two human arms, which doctors said were those licked by every kid in town, is there?
of a young woman. They had been cut from the
Bac_on-Somebody sa!d there was something
body with scientific skill. .
The other morning a young man working be- stunmng about your wife's ne\'! dress. I didn't
see it. Egbert-Of course you didn't. You don't
side the river at Neuilly, many miles below the suppose•she'd
leave the price mark on it, do you?
spot where the arms had been found, drew a
s::ick from the water. Inside was the body of a
"You know people are criticizing
parsiwoman, without arms, legs or head. ·when the mony," said a candid friend. "Never your
mind'' was
hody was taken to the police station and exam- the answer; "wait till I get as rich as
sdme of
ined by the doctors, they gave it as their opinion the_se raiiway m'.1gnates; then the magazine
that it' was the one from -whic11 the arms had writers will compliment me on
my heroic frugalbeen amputated.
ity."
Just as they had finished their examination
another sack was brought to them, in which a
"How," she mu1mured in passionate tones
riverside gardener had found the two legs. Only
the head of the unfortunate woman remains now leaning toward him across the table, "how cai{
to be found. Till that is done identification is you treat me so?" A shadow crossed his brow.
impossible, and the only description the police Then he said, frankly: "Well, I got $25 on my
can give is that the body seems to be that of a watch to-day." Her face was wr,,athed in dimgirl about 20 years old, v-;hose hands indicate that ples. "Let's have some more lobster," she said.
she was unused to labor.
"But, Gladys, we should not let your mother's
BOAT-TRAIN RUNS ON LAND OR WATER. prejudice stand in the way of our marriage.
Experiments with a new system of waterway What is money to true love?" "I know, Alfred,
transport, described alternatively as the "am- that money is not all, but hunger is something.
phibious boat" or the "amphibious train," have Last night you walked past three restaurants on
been successfully carried out on the Willebroeck the way from the theater, and never said supper
Canal in Belgium and are described by the Econ- once. But mother hii,d something for me to eat
amic Review (London). The obje~t of the sys- when I got home."
·
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A CAMEL'S STOMACH.
The stomach of a camel is divided into four
compartments, and the walls of these are lined
with large cells, every one of which can be openen and closed at will by the means of powerful
muscles. When a camel drinks, it drinks a great
cleal. Indeed, it drinks for such a long time that
you really would think it never meant to leave
The fact is that it is not satisfying its
tlfr·st but is filling up its cistern as well. One
after 'another the cells in its stomach are filled
with the water, and as soon as each is quite full,
it is tio-htly closed. Then when a few hours later
the animal becomes thirsty, all that it has to do
is to open one of the cells and allow the water to
flow out. Next day it opens one or two more
ce1ls, and so it goes on day after day until the
whole supply is exhausted. In tl~is curious ~ay a
r~ me! can live five or even six days without
drinking at all, and so is able to t1·:wel quite
easily through the desert, where the wells are
often hundreds of miles apart.

tinue as a source of wealth to the republic is indicated by the fact that, in addition to the already developed field, two new deposits have been
located. However, those deposits (at Cosque:a
and Somondoc) are at present inaccessible owing
to transportation difficulties. At least one of the
newly discovered fields is as rich as the Muzo
deposits now being woTkecl.

off.

HORSES SLEEP STANDING UP.
Horses seldom lie down to sleep. Throughout
thei. entir0 lives most of them sleep while standing- on their feet. The reason for this is believed
to b~ that the horses are afraid that an insect
m'C'ht crawl into their nostrilR. This is a very
lik;ly expbnation, when we C?~sider that . a
1-iot·se's nogj;rils are the most rnns1tive part of its
b('dy savs Popular Science Monthly. If the inmet ~ould not be removed it could easily irritate
the horse to death. Many horses will not lie
tlown because they have once been "foundered,"
_
that is, unable to get up unassisted.
Another curious fact about a sleeping horse is
that it seems always to keep its faculties workIts ears, for instance, keep constantly
ing.
twitching and the animal seems to heal' the
slightest noise. Because of this it woulrl probablv be impossible for a man to enter a stable
quietly enough to prevent his. waking u~ ev~ry
horse in it. Horses act peculiarly also m time
of fire. They will burn to death rathe1· than rush
out from the salls.
EMERALD MINING IN COLUMBIA.
The emerald mining industry dates back to
long before the Conquistado1·es of Spain tui·ned
their attention to the New World. When Bogota
was first settled in 1534 tl1e Spaniards made
every effort to discover the location of the emerald deposits which were known to exist not
many miles from tha. settlement. Their endeav01·s were long frustrated by the opposition of
powerful tribes of the district. Finally, however,
in 1594, mining operations were begun, the wo1·k
being carried on wholly by Indian slaves. Great
treasures were taken from the district during
the Colonial period, a very large portion of the
revenue going to the Spanish Crown. Colombia
is the chief emerald producing country, the output in a normal year amounting to about 800,000
carats. That the industry is likely to long con-

FIRST GREAT HIGHWAY
BUILT IN 1711.
Something more than two hundred years ago
there was built the first great American highway, "the old York road," between New Yo·rk
and Philadelphia. The construction of this famous road in 1711 was an example that led the
energetic colonists at other points along the Atlantic f'eaboard to make similar roads where
there were no water routes. For the most part
these roads were built by chartered companies,
and were called turnpike or toll roads. Pennsylvania, Connecticut and New Jersey had many
roacls of this kind.
The first macadamized road in this country
was constructed in 1792 between Philadelphia
and Lancaster. In 1811 there were said to be
4,500 miles of chartered turnpikes in New England and New York. During the next twenty
years the Government expended many millions
of dollars in constructing great highways, but to
that branch of the Government the panic of 1837
and the building of railways and canals put au
end to the work.
AMERICA'S

TO-DAY'S MEN OF WEALTH WERE
YESTERDAY'S SAVERS.
Commenting on the value of starting savinghabits early in life, the St. Joseph (Oreg.) Herald brings out the fact that the men who have
got ahead in the world are those who started to
save when young.
"Can you recall the little incidents of your
young days?" asks the Herald. "Pe1·haps you
remember some child who was close with his pennies-who put them in his bank and kept them
there. That child, even in its tender years, was
imbued with the habit of saving and was cultivating the budding idea of thrift. If you can
locate that child to-day you will probably find a
man who bas made a commercial success of life
and who is financially at ease even if not wealthy.
"The child who saves his pennies in time becomes the man who accumulates dollars. But
the one who spends his pennies as fast as he gets
them, generally finds that in after years the
habit has fastened itself upon him to such an e.."Ctent that his life becomes one of endless spending-always earning money but never having
a surplus dollar. The gravest '.financial injury
you can do your child is to encourage it to go out
and spend its pennies as fast as he gets them. It
marks the beginning of a bad ending. It is easier
fo1· the leopard to change its spots than for the
spender to be anything but what he is."
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
TOURING WORLD IN BARE FEET.
Barefooted and accompanied by a dog, an
American named Hippolyte Martinet passed
through Territet, Switzerland, September 3, on a
walking tour around the world. He carried his
entire belongings on his shoulders. He said he
had started froni Seattle, Wash., and had crossed
the Rockies to the Atlantic.
His subseqnent route was by way of Antwerp,
Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, Nice and Geneva.
PREACHER BITTEN BY SNAKE.
William Edmond, Nauvoo, Ala., is in a criti•cal condition and his brother, the Rev. Albert
Edmonds, was severely bitten by a snake, said to
have been us'c!d at a revival meeting._
The minister is said to have told his congregation that the "true believer" was- immune to
the bite of reptiles, and invited non-believers to
bring poisonous snakes to the service. A copperhead was captured and taken to the meeting.
William Edmonds and the minister were bitten
and immediately became ill. William Edmonds,
doctors said, will die.
280,000 SILVER DOLLARS
DAILY.
During the month of August coinage at the
Philadelphia mint was restricted to silver dollars, which totalled 6,000,000 pieces. This is l,1io,000 more than were coined in any preceding
month this year.
The Philadelphia mint still is l'Unning exclusively on silver dollars to 1·eplace the pieces which
were melted under the Pittman act, and to dat ..
has coined in excess of 20,000,000 . The present·
rate is from 265,000 to 280,000 a day, and in
view of the weight of the dollar a heavy tonnage
is involved.
There is no demand for the subsidiary coins at
the pTesent time. In fact, there is a steady flow
of silver back to the mint from Federal Reserve banks.

MINT

COINS

LACE GROWS ON TREES.
Lace grows on frees on the Isthmus of Panama,
nnd the trees gTOw wild in the swamps. Captain
L. W. Richards of the steamship Norwalk
brought a fine sample, not merely as, a curiosity,
but to induce tests as to the probable utility of
the plant or tree in this section.
When the bark of the limbs is stripped there
are rolls of a flimsy substance, of a texture very
much like mosquito netting. The size of these
layers increases with the size of the tree, the
largest being about a foot in diameter. This
fabric is strong and can be sewn without tearing. The natives use the stuff in making garments.
Captain Richards believes that by cultivation
the tree may become very valuable, and if the
lace layers cannot be enlarged some process may
be perfected by which they can be joined into
a fabric which will make the finest mosquito bar
and may even serve for summer raiment.

WHITE ISLAND.
An island about thirty miles northeast of New
Zealand is, perhaps, the most extraordinary island in the world. It is an enormous mass of
rocks nearly three miles in girt rising to a height
of 900 feet above the sea, ,in the Bay of Plenty,
and is perpetuaJly enveloped in a dark cloud
which is visible for nearly 100 miles. In fact,
White Island, which is shaped somewhat like
a hollow tooth, is the crater of a volcano, and it
is the beginning of what is called the Taupo
Zo-1.,,, some of the volcanoes of this zone being
under water. The clouds which envelop the island are caused by the steam from the hot
springs which boil around the edge of the lake in
the center of the island. The whole island is
perpetually making and depositing sulplrnr, and
its already limitless deposit of high-grade sulphur, which has accumulated through the ages,
is destined to make the island famous from a
commercial point of view, though for many years
it has been classed as merely one of New Zealand's scenic wonders. The lake in the center of
the island is fringed with bright yellow deposits,
for hot springs forever bubble on the water's
surface. Around the lake's brim are steam jets
continually spouting sulphur, and one vent has
been known to furnish four tons an hour. Some
of the springs of the island contain over 90 per
•
cent. of pure sulphur.
WHY THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER RUNS UP
HILL.
Not all of our readers realize what a uenchant
water has for going· up hill. All the stems and
tree trunks of the vegetable kingdom draw wateT
up from the earth to the extremities of their
branches and leaves where it evaporates . into
the air. The forest or the field of grain represents great quantities of water flowing vertically
upward. ,It is safe to say that any river flowing
toward the equator. flows up hill, because its
mouth will be mo1·e distant from the center of
the earth than is its source. If this does not
hold, then the river is practically a cataract, so
great must be the rate of descent of its water.
The Mississippi, counting its course from La],;e
Itasca in Minnesota, flows to the south through
about 15 degrees of latitude, which is about onefourth of the distance from the pole to the equator. Now th\! equator is six and a half miles approximately further distant from the center of
the earth than is the pole. It follows that were
the Mississippi credited with a perfectly level
bed so that it did not fl.ow at all, then its mouth
would be about one-fourth of the six and a quarter miles, more distant from the center of the
earth than its source would be. To get the real
distance, we must subtract the height of its
source above sea level, which is about 1,400 feet,
leaving a little over a mile for the excess distance of the mouth from the center of the earth.
In this way we determine that the Mississippi
really runs about a mile up hill.-Science and

Invention.
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Useful, Instructive, aud Amusiue. They Contain
Vah1able Information nn Almost Every Subject
No . M. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.Giving complete Information a~ to the manner and
nwthod of ra.ising. ke<'ping, taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets; also giving -fn!! instructions tor
making c·ageti, etc . . Flllly explained by twenty-eight
llluslrativns.
No. 60.-HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEF.R.-Contninini:; ful1 l>l.strnctlons how lo become a locomotive
e1,grneer; also directions for building a model locomotln; togetber with a full description of everything an
cugi1wPr should know.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIYE.-By Old King
nrady, tbe well-known detective. Iu which he lays down
some valuable rules tor IJegtnners, and also relates solllu
ad,entureti of well-known detectiYes.
No. GO. HOW TO BECO~IE A PHOTOGRAPIIER.Contn!niug useful information regarding the camera
and how to work It; also how to make Photographic
:t.Iagic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Ilaudi;omcly i!lnstrnted.
HOW TO lllAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES,

No. 61.

...

WILD -WEST

-Colll;,1'1lillg full directwns for mak.iug electrical Wl'.\(•liin(•S induction cu1ls, tlyuamos nnu iuany novel toys
to IJ<> ;vorked by electricHy. J.ly B. A. R. Bennett. l•'ullv
• Jiu st r,,ted.
No. a;;. J\lTILDOO:-i'S JOICES.-The most or!g!nal joke
book ever pul,!isht•cl, and it is brimlul of wit and
bninor. It couta!ns a large collec!iou of songs, jok,-a,
conuntlrums, etc .. of T<>rreucc l\luhloon, the greal wit,
buuwrtst and pra..tical joker ot the dny.
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9:;o Young Wild West Commanding tlle C:irnlrv • or,
· '
Th<', Ln~t Fight of lhe A:pacbes.
951 " and "Digger Dan"; or, Arletta's Danger Signal
ot
Gan,::
Lariat
The
or,
952 " Working His Lasso;
Cattle Range.
953 " H1~te\:. the Hills: or, Arletta and the Aztec
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'!'rimming the Trailers; or, Lost In the Land
ot the Dead.
at the Cowboy Kick-Up; or, Arietta Dealing the
Broncbo Busters.
Roping the Ranch llaidcrs: or, IIelplng the
Texas Rangers.
and tile "Terrible Ten," or, Arietta's Two Last
Shots.
Apache Token; or, The Trail That Led to the·
Valley of Gold.
"~i\~~~~" the Salters; or, Arietta and the Deatn
Tri~ to Mexico; or, Routing the RJ_,-er Raiders
Fi&°eitii~e~t Plains; or, How Arietta Snveu the
atr·;~;.d~r ~f~J;'n_Camp; or, The Bancllts and the
Triple Round-Up; or, Arletta and the Cattle
King.
Catching "be Claim Crooks: or, The "Bad" Men
ot Beauty Spot.
Put to '£orture; or, Arietta and the Apache
Avengers .
(:~Ph.Death Sign; or. The Sccr<>t or .For1totten
a1

1~
3

Youu'! Wil<l ,vest's 'Nel'ad:1 Vengennc,•· or,
'
Ariettn nm! the Buried Gold.
cavalry~ or, Saving the Bf'.'sieg,hl Sol·
..

Cdie~~:

an,! th<' Overland Express; or, Ariel ta and the
'·Gun-fighter."
970 " Playing It Alone: or, A Game tor LlfP or neath
971 " and the Dynamite Gang; or, Arletta und the
Rol>bPrs of Gol<l<'n Strip.
Grub Stake; end IIow It Made a Ji'ortunP.
!)72 "
!17:l " '' IlPnth.J>f"fiance; or, Arletta and the Danit••s.

OG!l

"

No, 66. now
thret' buudrctl i11tpre-sting puzzles and conundrumH, with
key to ~ame. A culllpl,•le book. I,'nlly illustrated.
'!\') 67.-IIOW TO DO ELECTRICAL 'l'IUCKS.-Con taini11g a !arg~ coll,:ction of inst.rnetlve . and highly
uiuu~iug electrlc.'UI Lr1cks. together \\1th 11lustrations.
074 ., in C'rooke<l Canyon; or, 1."be Untlergl'onnd 'l'rnU
ll~· A. Anderson.
To • ·o .Mnn·~ Lnnd.
No. 68. now TO DO CIIE,llCAL TRICKS.-Con- 075 " nnll "~Ion-rick ~like"; Or, Atiet ta and the
tninlng- over one hundred bigl.Ily amusing nnd instrucHotnul~('p
tive tricks with cbcwicals. lly A. Ander.son. Hand- !!76 " Chasing tlw Mexieans; or, Tl:Je "Hurrah" At
not Head Hill.
sq1nely iJ!ustrated.
1
No . <19. HOW TO DO :SLEIGHT-O1''-JIAND.-Contaln- 977 " Aft Pr the lh•ath Hnntl; or, Sn,-iu:; Arirtta ], .-om
the Seeret <'avPs.
lng over fifty of the .19:test and best tricks used by
wugiclaus. Also contallWJg the secret of secoucl-slght. 078 " Saving llis Partners; or, ~ II a rd Fig!Jt With
HPdskin~.
1- ully illustrated.
079 " Fighting the Cattlellleu; or, Arietta's Hrn11di11gXo . 70.' now TO :11.-\KE :llAGIC TOYS.-Containing
;\lark.
full directions for making ;.Iagic Toys and devices of 980 " anrl the Two-Gun Man; or, Clearing l;p n
'
·
~fining C'nmp.
many J,iulls. I,'ully l!h:strutcd.
" rrniril• Cb:1se: or, Arletta nn!l tbe, "'••l' Pack.
No 71. HOW TO DO )lECUA.!<i'ICAL TIUCKS.-Con- !l.'ll
Caqi
tl,e
fo1·
Fight
'l'he
or,
Ilill;
the
1!82 " IIollling
tnini~g complete instructions for perforllling over slxt:,
of Hold.
Jlkdrnnicnt '.l:ncks. .Fully illustrated.
983 " Cowhoy AYengers; or, Arielia and tbP V•rn·nr,"
~..,
Ho ppr~.
No. 72. HOW '.l'O DO :SIXTY TR(CKS WITH CARD~.
-Ernl>racing all of the latest and wost deceptive card !18-1 " n1ul •'Yelvet Rill"; or, Raffling th<' Ilaudit Bnn<l
.:
Gr!?.zl
the
nn,J
Arletta
or,
IInnterR;
tlle
lielping
"
98:i
tricks, with illustrntions.
98ti " un,l t11c• Half-breed Trailer; or, 'J'la• ,n,ttP
.
FIOWPr of the Tlt<'S.
No. 7-1. HOW TO WRIT)!] LETTERS CORRECTLY.
-Containing tull iustructions for writing letters on al- 987 " A'ftPr the Outlaws; or, Arietta's Ilnr<l -~arnrd
Victory.
most any snbj,-ct; also rules for pnnctuation and com988 " Prize Claim; or, The Gold of G<,otl-by Gulcb.
pusitlou, with ~pcclmen letters.
No. 76. HOW '.l'O TELL J'ORTUNES BY THE H.\ND.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be eent to any ad-Containing rn!t·s for telling fortunes by the aid ot dress on receipt ot price, 7c. per copy, i.n money
Po••
Jines of the llano or th~ secret of palmistry. Also the tage stnmps. by
secret of tellini.: future events by aid of moles, marks,
HARRY E. WOLFF. J.>ub., 166 W . 23d St., N. Y.
scars, etc. Illustrated.
TO DO PCZZLE:S.-Containing over

or

No.

17.

HOW

TO

DO

FORTY

TRICKS

WITH

CilRDS.-Contaimng deceptive Card Tricks as performed
Arranged for
t,y 1cacliug conjnn•rs nnu magiclnns.
h,,me amusement. l!'ully illustrated.
No, 80. GUS WILLIAl\1S' JOKE BOOK.-:Containlng
the lntcst jokes. anecdotes and funny stones of this
world-renowned German comedian. Sixty-four pages;
l1andsollle coloreu cover, containiug a llal!-tone photo of
the author.
:i,·or sale by all newsdealers or wltl be sent to an:,
atltiress on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, in moue:,
or postage stalllPS, by

FRANK TOUSEY! Publisher,
168 West 23d Street

New York

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 85 Cents Per Copy •
This book contains all tbe mo~t r<>eent change,s In the
method of construction an<l submission o! scenario•.
Shty Lessons. covering every phase o1 scenario writing. For •ale by all N ~"·sflealers and BookatoreA.
It you cannot ptocure a copy, 1cnd ns the price,
111 cents, In money or postage ata.mps, and we wUI
mail yon one, postaire fr~e. Address
L. SENARENS, Z19 Seventh !',ve., New York, N . Y.

